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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, NE W MEXICO, Ell IDA Y FEBRUARY 12, 1909.
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vision is made for common schools.
The states pay the debts of the Territories. The capitals are to be at
Santa Fe and Phoenix till 1915. Each
State is given four sections in each
township for common schools; also,
certain donations of land for educational and penal institutions. Lands
east of the 105 meridian to be sold at
not less than $5 per acre; west of
105 median and in Arizona not less
than $3 pjr acre. In addition New
Mexico is given 3,000,000 and Arizona
3,300,000 acres to pay territorial and
county debts. New Mexico had In
prior grants more land than Arizona.
Each state receives 5 per cent of the
sales of public lands. For expenses
of each convention $100,000. Territorial officers to continue in office till
the state 'officers are duly qualified.
New Mexico was acquired from Mexico February 2, 1848, and by Gadsden
1853.
It is
purchase December 30,
346
south
by
and
360 miles north
east and west, with 122,580 square
estimiles; and 78,451,200 acres; the
debt
The
Is
450,000.
mated population

1, 1909, Is $1,023,000; sinkof
ing fund $61,680.82. Bonded debt
counties $2,795,089.91. It has the University worth $175,000; agricultural
college $300,000; military institute
$125,000; reform school $25,000; pennormal schools
itentiary $300,000;
insane asylum $125,000;
$245,000;
deaf and" dumb asylum $7,0'l0; miner's hospital $20,000; school of mines
$25,000; blind asylum $35,000; capitol
(old a.id new) $370,000. The assessed valuation of property $52,526,295.
on

January

The governor estimates the valuation
at $300,000,000. School buildings
Estimated value of undeveloped resources $500,000,000. The school
census shows 84,942; also in sectar-io- n
There are eight
schools, C,000.
100
and
weekly
papers. On
daily
January 1 1909, there was 28 territorial banks with resources of $4,240,038;
deposits $3,223,132; and 41 national
banks with deposits of $9,995,422.
There were over 3,000 miles of railroads, 2060 subject to taxation. Bills
admitting one or both of these states
have frequently passed one or both
houses and several times failed in
Both platforms of the
conference.

HONOR

STATES

national parties have frequently

de-

immediate admission of the
Territories to Statehood. Arizona was
acquired the same as New Mexico. It
was cut off from New Mexico in 1863.
Is 378 miles long 339 wide, with 112,-92- 0
square miles, or 73,000,000 acres;
the estimated population is 200,000,
69 per cent being American, 13 per
cent Mexican native and foreign
born. 11 Indian, and 6 per cent foreign. Estimated Illiteracy 1 per cent.
The territory has 2 normal schools
manded

valued at

It has a university
(in connection with a military institute, college of mines, and agricultural and mechanical college) with buildings valued at $245,000, an insane asy-KING

$300,000.

EDWARD'S VISIT OVER.

Berlin, Feb. 12. King Edward and
Queen Alexandria left here for Lort-do- n
at 5 o'clock this afternoon after
a visit of four days in the German
They were accompanied to
capital.
the railroad station by the Emperor
and Empress with their military suites
and Prince Henry of Prussia. The
was affectionate, his majesty embracing the Emperor and kissing him three times upon the cheek.
While newspapers continue to assert
little expectation of the positive results from the royal visit, they express
the belief that the coming of King
Edward will promote a good understanding between the two countries.
leave-takin-

g
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A SELF-MADMAN AND LEGISLATOR.
Hon. Julian Chaves, of Sierra County, Is Serving His Constituency Faithfully and With Success.

deposits of $13,849,214.67,
and loans and discounts of $9,358,-647.9One of the men watching legisla- lish language and business principles.
Stock raising is an important
tion with Argus eyes and who may be During the years of prosperity in Siindustry, the value of livestock is,
found in his seat at every session of erra county, or to be more exact, in
the
House, is Hon. Julian Chaves of J8S2, he went to Hillsboro, the county
The forest area is the largest in the
Sierra
county, who represenls the seat of Sierra county and opened a
United States, 13,000,000 acres.
house district consisting of Socorro mercantile establishment.
He has
The chief industry is mining. The and Sierra counties. A large number been
engaged many years in the mergovernor states that the prediction of bills have been introduced by him cantile business, but takes especial inthat the "production of three years and all of them single to the welfare terest in stock
growing, confining himago that Arizona would beat the world of his constituents and in accordance self not to one branch, but being
in the production of copper has been with their wishes. He is also a hard
equally successful as a grower of
fulfilled." The Territory has about committee worker and a
good speaker sheep, goats, horses and cattle. No
1,900 miles of railroad, as against and debater and at no time is he timid one understands the business more
1,400 miles three years
ago. The in expressing his views.
thoroughly than he. He has also been
bonded indebtedness of the Territory
He is chairman of the committee successful as a freighter. He served
on June 30, 1908, was $3,113,275.29, in- on live
stock and of the committee the county faithfully as judge of the
cluding indebtedness of the various on internal improvements.
He is also probate court and deputy sheriff and
counties which has been assumed by a member of the
railroads, public in- possesses the confidence of his fellow
the Territory, the counties reimbursstitutions, irrigation, roads and high- citizens as few others do. He has a
ing the territory for the interest paid. ways, and library committees.
wife, foir daughters and three sons,
How Congress Stands On Statehood.
Mr. Chaves is a native of the Gem the oldest of his children being nineAbsent City, Socorro, where he was born on teen years of age, Mr. Chaves is a
June 19, 1S57. He was educated in native citizen of whom not only his
or
race but the entire commonwealth
the public schools and by
mital.
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Fla., Feb. 12. Charley a remarkable record in the last
Tampa,
need population; Hale, Frye, not decidCrumley, the negro arrested on suspi- twenty-fou- r
hours, picking up mesed. That covers the
cion of being the man who attempted sages from both
opposition.
the Atlantic and Pato attack Miss Irma Newell yesterday, cific
fleets, communication from the
was taken from the jail at Lakeland
battleship New Hampshire, someRAILROADS FIGHT
today by a mob, bound to a stake, where in southern waters, having been
NEW LEGISLATION wood heaped about, his body and oil
picked upj by the Coney Island station
poured oyer the mass with the inten- ,of the United Wireless company last
inPhoenix, Ariz., Feb. 12. The latest tion of burning him.; The sheriff
night.
the
negro,
mob
to
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duced
the
development in rairoad legislation Is
According to the location of the Atthat the railroad representatives are saying he could prove an alibi and lantic fleet as given
by the Yankton's
to jail.
making overtures agreeing to a reduc- Crumley was marched back
message, the battleships are about 2,tion of freight rates of 15
000 miles from Hampton Roads.
per cent and
If
girl. ;this be correct,
passenger fares if no other repulsed Lover
at
the
rate
of
present
laws are passed.
San Francisco, Feb. 12 Dorothy speed they are
They met with the
will armaking,
House members
the 10:year-olMankanoff,
daughter of rive at Hampton Roads they
on February
Wednesday secretly
and will meet Saturday iwth the Coun- Russian parents, was shot and instant, 19 or 20, instead of
the 22d or 2Ud,
cil.
ly killed today by Emetry Brough-ouse- as planned.
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who
of
a Russian,
age,
years
It is declared to be a subterfuge to
driven from the Mankanoff
delay legislation and that the reduc- had been
FOUND GUILTY.
he persisted in paytions, if made, will be made up in household because
Brough-ouse- n
child.
Columbus,
Miss.. Feb. 12. The
to
attentions
the
ing
other ways. .
then shot himself through the n the case of C. It. Smith, charged
The hottest fight ever waged by the brain and will die. The
tragedy oc- j with the murder of E. A. Laurent, at
railroads is now on. Advocates of the curred at the spot where the murderer
jArtesia, Miss., several weeks ago, to- commission bill declare they will be
lay In wait for the girl as she went day, brought in a verdict of murder in
able to pass the measure.
.
the first degree.
by on her way to school.
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Throughout the Entire Length and Breadth of the Land
the Centenary is Being Observed.

estimates the valuation at $450,000,-000The soil when irrigated is very
fertile. Dry farming is meeting with
Two irrigation progreat success.
jects are in construction. One on the
Colorado river near Yuma and on the
Salt river at Roosevelt, will, cost about
$9,000,000 and will irrigate 300,000
acres. That amount of irrigated land
will supply a dense population. There
are 332 territorial and 13 national
banks with capital and surplus of

....

NEVER FALTEBED"

J

H'

lum $222,000, a territorial prison $136,
000; industrial school (reformatory)
$5,000; capitol building $160,000. There
are 18 daily and 54 weekly papers, (3
in the Spanish language) and 3 issued
monthly. Total assessment for taxation 1908, $80,637,541.49; the governor

irman

BOWED

coln by Roosevelt

Vast Expanse of Coming states Abounds in Great Wealth
and Unusual Opportunity
Washington, Feb.
on
Hamilton, from the Committee
follows:
as
Territories, reports
This bill (Statehood) under a single
two
title and enacting clause, enables
States to be admitted into the Union.
AriNew Mexico is given 18 sections,
New
of
States
The
zona the same.
Mexico and Arizona can be admmitted
within ten months after the approval
adof this. Act. Each State is to be
mitted by proclamaion of the president after compliance of requirements
conof the Act. New Mexico has a
52.
Arizona
vention of 100 delegates,
The constitution is 10 be ratified at
an election. New Mexico has 2 representatives, Arizona 1. Proper pro-

IRE

Powerful and Eloquent Tribute to

Chairman of Committee on Territories
Gives Interesting Data
1HE

NO. 310
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Hodgcnvilln, Feb. 12. Reverent and
curious Americans to Die number of
several Ihousand today dedicated the
mean little cabin in 'which liberty
wrought her last great miracle. The
president of the nation, the governor
of Lincoln's native state and two eminent alwyers, were all o nhand to honor the struggle through which Lincoln
brought forth the nation reunited and
freed. These and a host of others in
the forefront of. American life, joined
in the act of consecration. Something of uncouthness, so inseparable
from Lincoln was a distinct part of
the ceremony of today, which celebrated Lincoln's one hundredth birthmanday. An enshrining of flowers
tled the withal dingy structure of logs,
and within was a noble structure of
marble, one block of which would buy
a settlement such as that on which
Lincoln lived. Such a place cannot
but retain some elements of rural and
and
homespun. Tall farmers' boys
the
from
men
old
sprung
grizzled
same soil and nursed at the same rough
lands's breast, gazed at the cabin from
had
daylight on. Those native people
known the cabin, since childhood, but
carnival
they started at it now in its
at any
it
as
might
though
trappings
the
time glow from its window-hole- s
before the
in
was
that
place,
genius
Lincolns crossed Into Indiana, and ere
"young Abe began that pilgrimage
from which his feet were not to rest
until he reached Ford's theatre."
In addition to five special trains,
everv vehicle was pressed ino service
to transport people from the city to
the Lincoln farm, which is three miles
from the depot. No conveyance was
allowed to enter the gates to the farm,
audi-oriuand the tent, which served as an
.crowd
th
off
from
was roped,
which gathered around tho hallowed
spot. By suggestion of sr,:.u k'u.dly
made
Kentuckians, whose
the entire celebration possible in this
rural country, the Lincoln cabin was
the
placed in a casket of f'owers
of Kenchildren
school
of
the
gift
tucky.

It was fifteen minutes of the noon
toot of a
hour when a
whistle announced the arrival of ihe
President's train at the station. When
the distinguished visitor alighted the
air cracked with noise. President
Roosevelt, his wife, daughter and Secretary. Loeb entered the two carriages
reserved for them and the procession
headed by a military band, started for
the cabin site. No traffic was permitted on the road during the parade,
but its sides, policed by mounted officers, were lined with legions of tho
curious. Arriving at the tent, tho
President and party entered and took
seats on an improvised platform,
Close by lay the cornerstone of the
new monumental temple ready to be
placed as soon as the President had
spread the cement with a silver trowel.
Following the delivery of an impres-sivlong-drawn-o-

o

invocation, former Governor Jos.
Folk of Missouri, who Is president of
the Lincoln Memorial Association,
made the introductory remarks, telling the purposes of the association.
He was followed by President Roosevelt and Governor Wilson.
The president spoke as folTows:
President Roosevelt's Speech.
We have met here to celebrate the
hundredth anniversary of the birth of
one of the two greatest Americans:
of one of the two or three greatest
men of the nineteenth century; of one
of the greatest men in the world's history. This
'J.hls boy who
passed his ungainly youtfh in the dire
poverty of the poorest of the frontier
folk, whose rise was by weary and
painful labor, lived to lead his people through the burning flames of a
struggle from which the nation
emerged, purified as by fire, born
anew to a loftier life. After long
years of iron effort, and of failure
that came more often than victory,
he at last rose to the leadership of
the Republic, at the moment when
that leadership had become the stuof the time. He
pendous world-tas- k
grew to know greatness, but never
ease. Success came to him, but never
happiness, save . that which springs
from doing well a painful and a vital
task. Power was his, but not pleasure. The furrows deepened on his
brow, but his eves were undimmed by
either hate or fear. His gaunt shoulders were bowed, but his steel thews
never faltered as he bore for a burden
the destinies of his people. His great
and tender heart shrank from giving
pain; and the task alloted him was
of
to pour out like water the
the young men, and to feel in his
every fiber the sorrow of the women.
rail-splitte- r,

life-bloo- d

Disaster saddened but. never dismayed
him. As the red years of war went
by they found him ever doing his duty
in the present, ever facing the future with fearless front, high of heart,
and dauntless of soul. Unbroken by
hatred, unshaken
he
by
scorn,
worked and suffered for the people,
Triumph was his at the last; and
barely had he tasted it before murder found him. and the kindly, patient, fearless eyes were closed forever.
A3 the people we are indeed beyond measure fortunate in the characters of the two greatest of our public men, Washington
and Lincoln.
Widely though they differed in externals, the Virginia landed gentleman
and the Kentucky backwoodsman,
they were alike In essentials, they
were alike in the great qualities which
rendered each able to render service'
to his nation and to all mankind such
as no other man of his generation
could or did render. Each had lofty
ideals, but each in striving to attain
those lofty ideals was guided by the
soundest common sense. Each possessed Inflexible courage in adversity,
and a soul wholly unspoiled by prosperity. Each possessed all the gentler virtues commonly exhibited by
good men who lack rugged strength
of character. Each possessed also all
the strong qualities commonly exhibited by those towering masters of
mankind who have too often shown
themselves devoid of so much as the
understanding of the words by which
we signify the qualities of duty, of
mercy, of devotion to the right, of
lofty disinterestedness in battling for
the good of others. There have been
other men as great and other men as
good; but. in all the history of mankind there are no other two great
men as good as these, no other two
good men as great. Widely though
the problems of today differ from tha
problems set for solution to Washington when he founded this nation, to,
Lincoln when he saved it and freed
the slave, yet the qualities they
showed in meeting these problems
are exactly the same as those we
should show in doing our work today.
Lincoln saw into the future with
the prophetic imagination usually
vouchsafed only to the poet and the
seer. He had in him all the lift toward greatness of the visionary, without any of the visionary's fanaticism
or egotism, without any of the visionary's narrow jealousy of the practical
man and inability to strive In practical fashion for the realization of an
ideal.
He had the practical man's
hard common sense and willingness
to adapt means to ends; but there
was Jn him none of that morbid
growth of mind and soul which blinds
so many practical men to the higher
things of life. No more practical man
ever lived than this homely backwoods idealist; but he had nothing in
common with those practical men
whose consciences are warped until
they fail to distinguish between good
and evil, fail to understand that
strength, ability, shrewdness, whether
in the world of business or of politics, only serve to make their possessor a more noxious, a more evil member of the community, If they are not
guided and controlled by a fine and
high moral sense.
We of this day must try to solve
many social and industrial problems,
requiring to an especial degree the
combination of indomitable resolution
with
sanity. We can
profit by the way in which Lincoln
used both these traits as he strove
for reform. We can learn much of
value from the very attacks which following that course brought upon his
head, attacks alike by the extremists
of revolution and by the extremist of
reaction. He never wavered in devotion to his principles, in his love for
the Union, and in his abhorrence of
slavery. Timid and lukewarm people
were always denouncing him because
he was too extreme; but as a matter-of-fahe never went to extremes,
he worked step by step; and because
of this the extremists hated and denounced him with a fervor which now
seems to us fantastic in its deification
of the unreal and the impossible. At
the very time when, one side was holding him up as the apostle of social
revolution because he was against
slavery, the leading abolitionists denounced him as the "slave hound of
Illinois."
When he was the second
time candidate for President, the majority of his opponents attacked him
cool-heade- d
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

u
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On notei, diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and
nigh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
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at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10.

San Francisco street.
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SPECIAL

Call
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Santa

SPECIAL

WEEK

100 Bats

Pie Fruit in Gal . Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES
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Winter 6rocery
H

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

AJSD

Co.

Telephone

No. 40.

SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8:

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

J

far-awa-

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

run-dow-

Goods.
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MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

ill
IlllMMli
if

PHONE

NO. 213 ;

i

look's Pharmacy

1

WILL COMMENCE

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH.
AND WILL CONTINUE DURING
THE BALANCE OP THE MONTH.
This important event reveals unusual bargains. In addition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
commendable features. Exclusiveness of styles and
an unusually large assortment to select from.
THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVER QUOTED.

POBox

1

MILK

FOR

36.

THE

1

PHONE.

NO. 213.

A.
'fife

HALF CENTURY

Phone 219

LEADING DRY GOODS
CITY.

IN THE

I

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

Tight Heaters
THEY

NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES
Magazine for

Hard Cold

The abeve cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.
Sole A?0!icy!F"of
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT

SEDS I

The only exclusive grain houae In Santa Fe N.

DIAMONDS

n,

RIGHT PRICED

M.

--

CUT Gl ASS, CHINA AND

IS

I

I

WATCHES
Eyaa Tatted ana'

FILIGREE

Fitted

I

i

M

By

Up-t-

c

Date Method.

IVERWARI.

Ml tan Franclaco Street, Santa Fe.

A PRESCRIPTION FILLED AT ZOOK'S
PHARMACY IS DONE SO WITH SKILL
AND CARE. EACH INGREDIENT EN-

"

JEWELERY--

RIGHT SEHVICe

PRESCRIPTION

HFPf W

Eft

H. C YQNT7

MEXICAN

RIGHT GOODf,

CO.

TERING INTO A PRESCRIPTION
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

A

HOUSE

run-dow- n,

STRIPLING-BURROW-

I

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

BALLARD'S SNOW

-

CALL

OUR ANNUAL

Clo-thei- r,

$2.65 per Box

J'oap

X

Co.

WILL CURE

WAISTS.

Win. FAfAH

X

LINIMENT

Will Buy

Ladies

Incorporated 1903

Seligman Bros.

Meeting TonightThe new band
will meet in the rooms over the Club
saloon tonight at 7:30 for the purpose
of practicing.
of Perfection A regular
Lodge
meeting of Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, A. F. & A. M., will be held
on Monday evening, February 15.
Marriage License A marriage license has been issued by Probate
Clerk G. W, Armijo to Norma E.
Goertz and Flora E. Saint, both of
Otto.
Miss Morrison's Funeral It Is
that all members of the Woman's
Board of Trade who wish to attend
the funeral of Miss Mary Morrison,
meet at the library rooms at 9 o'clock
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
Saturday morning.
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
Crews Changed As the D. & R. G.
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
trains did not run Monday the omisSCALDS, ETZ.,
sion caused the crews to get their
G. A. Frlodel, Dallas, Tex.
trains mixed. This was remedied yeswrites:
"I use Ballard's Snow
terday when the crews exchanged
for my family. It
Liniment
trains when they nre.t at Alcalde.
is the best Liniment made.
Why Girls Leave Home Manager
It relieves burns and scalds.'
Dettlebach announces
the engage25c, 50c and $1.00
ment of the "Why Girls Leave Home"
evening,
company for Wednesday
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
February 17th, at the opera house.
'
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Seats will be on sale at Stripling,
Burrows & Co., next Monday morning.
Sold and Recommended by
Weather Report The maximum temFISCHER DRUG COMPANY
perature yesterday wag 38 degrees at
11:40 a. in., and the minimum was 24
degrees at 2:30 a. in.; the mean tem- Although the postoffice is observing
perature was 31 degrees, or normal. holiday hours at the windows today, it
Relative humidity at 6 a. m., 64 per does not mean a holiday for the emcent; at G p. m., 88 per cent; humid- ployes, as it does for other federal
employes. Mails must be dispatched
ity average, 71 per cent.
Federal Offices Closed Late - last and distributed every day in the year
Sunnight all the offices in the federal and the postoffice knows neither
at
the
work
nor
the
rest,
the
of
holiday
day
with
the
exception
building,
weather bureau received telegrams to windows being but an incident in the
close up today. Consequently the day postoffice work.
is a holiday at the Federal building,
following
Museum Visitors The
although some of the officials attended have registered at the rooms of the
to their correspondence this morning. New Mexico Historical Society within
Trains Late The train schedules a few days: J. C. Hughes and wife,
were badly disarranged again yester- Ottawa, Kan.; R. E. Fitzgerald and
d
day, and trains kept on arriving at any-ol- wife, Cincinnati; D. N. Donaldson,
time during the afternoon and last Brookings, S. D.; A. J. Charette, Mrs.
night. The trains from the east came A. J. Charette, Dallas; E. J. H. Roy,
without the Denver and other impor- F. S. Brown, Roy; Don H. Kedzie,
tant connections while the delayed John T. McCabe, Lordsburg; Maude
eastern mail over the Rock Island ar- C. Stocking, Earle D. Stocking, Madirived yesterday afternoon via El Paso, son, Wis.; F. M. Hicks and wife, Chicago.
Texas.
Yesterday
Death of Octogenarian
Good Pictures at the Opera House
at 12:15 Mrs. Elena M. Bustamente At th opera house last night the
died at her home on the Agua Fria change of pictures was greeted by a
road, while she was seated at the ta- fair sized audience. The films are all
Death resulted features, commencing with "A Croci'
ble eating dinner.
from heart disease. She was eighty dile Hunt," "Elephants in India," then
fu"The Elf King," and at last, "Outwityears of age and a widow. The
the
from
this
ted by His Wife," and the "Baboon."
held
mornig
neral was
church; interment in The song is, "Let Me Be Your SweetGuadalupe
heart," making one of the largest and
Guadalupe cemetery.
best shows yet shown and better than
The Masterful Life Miss Ida C.
secretary of the anything shown elsewhere in this city.
missionary
Lincoln Centenary A program will
Christian Endeavor Union of Colorado,
will arrive from Manitou, tomorrow, be given tonight in .the High school
stopping on her way to California. auditorium in commemoration of the
She will speak in the First Presbyter- one hundredth anniversary of the birth
ian church Sunday eevning upon "The of Abraham Lincoln under the auspicMasterful Life." There will be special es of Carleton Post, No. 3, Grand Army
music and other addresses. The pro- of the Republic. The order of exercises follows: Invocation, Rev. E. C.
gram will begin at 7:30.
"Battle Hymn of the Re-- ,
Cumbres Still Blocked Yesterday Anderson.
morning it was reported that the D. public," audience. Sketch of Abraham
& R. G. over Cumbres was opned since Lincoln, Hon. A. L. Morrison, sr. Linthe blizzard and passengrs left this coln's Gettysburg Address, J. D. Sena,
This mayor of Santa Fe. "Tenting on the
city with that information.
that the Old Camp Graund," choir.
"Star
morning it is announced
blockade has not been removed and it Spangled Banner," audience. Address,
is not known when trains will be able Life and Character of Lincoln, Hon.
to run over that division. The Rio T. B. Catron.
"America," audience.
Grande between Alamosa and Salida
is also blocked.
(Continued On Page Eight.)
No Holiday for Postoffice Force
The seals ana record booKe for notaries public for sals by the New
THE SLEEPING SICKNESS
Mexican Printing company at verv
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor
WHICH MEANS DEATH
ated companies are also handled. Call
How many readers have heard of this at or address the New Mexican Printterrible disease? It prevails in that
y
country Africa especially
the Congo district. It is caused by
the bite of the tsetse fly. When it
bites a person, the sleeping symptoms
begin and finally the sufferer sleeps
&
until death occurs.
Contrast this with the peaceful,
Telephone No I4ti Red
balmy sleep of health. Is there anyMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
thing more wearing than to lie awake
at night, tossing about, nervous, with
cold feet, hot head and mercy knows
LARGE QUANTITIES
what else? Short of letting the tsetse
fly bite us we would do almost any- and small quantities at prices
thing for relief. How can we pre- that make it worth your while to
vent it?
Mr. George Hayes, of purchase all.
Union City, Pa., writes: "I had lost
LUMBER
could
my appetite, was all
not sleep nights. I had tried every- of us. Farming Timbers, Siding
thing without relief. Vlnol was rec- Joist Shingles and every requiommended, and to my surprise, it site of the modern Builder. Give
helped me at once; gave me a splendid us a trial order and we will feel
appetite, and now I sleep soundly."
sure of a continuance of your
What Vinol did for Mr. Hayes, it will
patronage.
Co for every
nervous and
Iterworked person who cannot sleep,
d

Half Regular Price

&
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
Department of the Interior.
U S, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
uuuv

ilui

inu.J
who, on Sept. 17. 1906, made Homestead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047,
VI

VVI

SW
NE
NW
for SE
Section
Lots
18, Township 14
North, Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prin. Meridian, has filed notlcerof in- x
.
n
i
r
it
to mane
nnai
tention
rrooi, iu
establish claim to the land aboVe
before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Iflvlnn nn tho 11th ftnv nt Mnrfh
1--

4

4

'2--

m

i-

a

d,

1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares,
juan i'artiiio, all or cerrllios, N. M.;
Cristobal Anaya. of Oalistio, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
The New Mexican Printing com- .
.
.
i
i
iwny lias on iianu a large auppiy oi
for
school
tablets
and
suitable
pads
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere.
We will sell them at 5 cents in book
form.

Engraved cards devised and wedding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing office. ' Any
one standing in need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

GET TO USINQ
THE

j

five-yea-

pro-serv- e

,ln..n

the Interior,
- U. S. Land Office,

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Casi-mir- o
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 7483, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice
of intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909.
1-- 4

Best

For all Coughs and Colds.
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the INTERNATIONAL.

These remedies can be found

For Sale by all Druggists and
Dealers in Medicine

Compounded

Solely, By

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO

as

witnesses:

The New Maxictm printing company
has ready and for sale
and
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road laws, pprice 60
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying in per
on or by mail at the office of the
company.

OF NEW MEXICO.

Central

names

Claimant

Manuel Quintana, Jesus Gutierrez,
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

New Mexico

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican want "ad."

and terrible , when brother fought
against brother for what each sincerely deemed to be the right. In a
contest so grim the strong men who
alone can carry it through are rarely
able to do justice to the deep convictions of those with whom they
grapple in mortal strife. At such
times men see through a glass darkly; to only the rarest and loftiest spir
its is vouchsafed that clear vision
which gradually come3 to all, even to
the lesser, as the struggle fades into
and wounds are forgotten.
and peace creeps back to the hearts
that were hurt. But to Lincoln was
given this supreme vision. He did
not hate the man from whom he difWeakness was as foreign as
wickedness to his strong, gentle nature; but his courage was of a qual- -

-

so high that it needed no bolster-- '
ing of dark passion. He saw clearly
that the same high qualities, the same
courage and willingness for
fice, and devotion to the right as it
given them to see the right, be-- '
longed both to the men of the North
and to the men of the South. As the
years roll by, and as- - all of us, wherever we dwell, grow to feel an equal
pride in the valor and
try alike of the men who wore the blue
and the men who wore the gray, so
this whole nation will gro-- to feel a
peculiar sense of pride in the might
lest of the mighty men who mastered
the mfghty days; the lover of his
country and of all mankind ;the man
whfts blood was shed for the union
of his people and for the freedom ot
prominent
a race, Abraham Lincoln.
other a
'

self-secri-- 1

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

LINCOLN FARM

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

NEW MECCA

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under mortem conditions.
Complete
courses
are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
li"College
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and ic Household Eco-

en

.

,

2

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many
,

opportunities

For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

4

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

Hak:f luB'.yhe
120
San Francisco St.

Ky.,

Feb.

12.

The

,

for self support.

W. E.

Hodgenville,

centenary of Abraham Lincoln's birth
are observed generally throughout
the United States, but nowhere will
the commemoration
exercises com
mand more interest than those being
held in this little town on February
12.
Two miles from here on the Lin
coln Farm, which has been purchased
by a national association, formed for
the purpose, President Roosevelt will
lay the corner stone of a memorial
building now being erected by popular subscription to mark Lincoln's
birthplace and to protect for all times
the little log cabin in which the martyr president was born.
The centenary address on this occasion will be delivered by President
Roosevelt.
General Luke B. Wright,
the secretary of war, will speak "on
behalf of the Confederate soldiers.
General Grant Wilson will represent
the veterans of the Union army and
Lincoln's native state will be represented by Governor Augustus E. Wilson of Kentucky. - Other addresses

will be made by Bishop Galloway of
Joseph
Mississippi and
W. Folk of Missouri.

which Is near the
center
of the state of
geographical
Kentucky and not far from the cen
ter of population of the United States,
promises to become a new mecca in
America and the Lincoln farm, a secHodgenville,

--

Call op

1

32 Black for Carriages,

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

UNTIL
CLOSE
OUT

'

EVERYTHING

IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

'

SUCH AS

PLEASE
CALL

Ladie's Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men' Youths
and Boys Soits etc.

AND
CONVINCE

WILL BE

YOURSELF

SOLD BELOW COST

ADOLF SELI6MAN DRY GOODS CO.

ond Mount Vernon. Although, Abraham Lincoln haxLether homes, there
is a sentiment about his birthplace
that does not attach to any of them.
He lived here for eight years and before he left, knew very much of what.
Mark Twain calls "the model little
farm that raised a man." He went
swimming in the nearby creek and
by the light from the huge fireplace
cabin, he learned
in the little one-roohis first lessons.
It was in 180G that Thomas Lincoln
brought his brider Nancy Hanks, and
established the rude little home that
three years later was to welcome into
the world the future president.
Their' s was the rough life of pioneers;
the farm was then as it is now,' a sterile piece of land, and to make both
ends meet the older Lincoln did odd

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The Wert Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

Si

old-ver-

4

of

New Mexico Military Institute

road-mendin- g

1-- 4

2

f

x

10,-36-

2

carpentry in the vicinity, besides working the farm. The actual
necessities of life were seldom lacking, but it was a life of severe poverty. For some years Thomas Lincoln served as a county supervisor of
public roads an important position In
that time. Land owners paid their
poll-tawith pick and shovel then,
and on
days he used to
take litle Abe along both for com- y
pany and for help. There are
timers here now who claim that there
id not a section of the bid
pike within
several miles of his home alone which
Abraham Lincoln has not played or
on which he has not driven his ox
team.
At this time Kentucky offered few
allurements to a poor man and in
1S14 the Lincoln's sold the little farm
and moved to Indiana. Subsequently
Abraham Lincoln moved into Illinois
an', the rest is history. But through
all the years that folowed, he never
forgot his first home. He rarely referred to it, but after he had become
president of the United States he is
known to have said: "When the war
is over I would like very much to visit
my old Kentucky home. I remember
it well."
But he never did return and the
farm and the litle oi: cabin had a
varied history. Thomas Lincoln sold
the place to a family named Creal
and it remained in thtir hands for
over seventy years. Its beautiful rock
spring was apparently Us one redeeming feature and ony recently has anyone awakened to the realization that
those one hundred and ten acres had
any value beyond their yield in corn
From time to time
and sorghum.
newspapers have announced that the
the Lincoln birthplace farm was to be
sold, but as a matter of fact It has
hands twice since
only changed
Thomas Lincoln's original transfer. A
en into .the
tew ycars ago" wan
iinuumt'iiieiii. ui it ivcv. j. n. uuuuum
who removed the log cabin to the ex
hibition at Nashville, and later sold
it to some exhibitors who took It
about the country as a traveling show,
But a year or two ago the logs were
found in a cellar at College Point,
Long Isand, where it was stored and,
with ceremony, was restored to its
original site.
The farm itself has been the subject
o litigation for several years, and
f rts have been made by various in- terests to use it for one purpose or
another.
Many schemes have bee
suggested from time to time, but none
o
them have borne anv larSe
tional significance.
Finally, In 1905,
it was advertised that "on Auugst 28
the Lincoln farm was to be sold be-it- y
iween the hours of ten and two from
the court house steps at public out'
cry and to the highest bidder."
Mr. Robert J. Collier of New York
city had been negotiating for the prop-wa- s
erty and. upon the appearance of this
air. iticnard
notice, he dispatched
Lloyd Jones to Hodgeville with instructions to buy the place if possible.
The day set for the bidding was
Monday, and, as the laws forbade Sunday railway operation in this neighborhood, Elizabethtown, twelve miles
away, was as near as Mr. Jones could
come by rail before Monday noon. At
the little hotel in Elizabethtown Mr.
Jones met two individuals who lie
learned were sent on. the same mission as himself. One represented a
.fobs of

'HIS GAUNT SHOULDERS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
WERE BOWED BY HIS STEEL
Not Coal Land.
THEWS NEVER FALTERED.'
Serial No. 08030.
Department of the Interior,
(Continued From First Page.
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 20, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Paz because of what they termed his exRoybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on De- treme radicalism, while a minority
cember 10, 190C. made Homestead en- threatened to Jjolt his nomination because he was not radical enough. He
7
08030
No.
No.
try Serial
had continually to check those who
W
for
NE
of
S
nd
of NW
of . Sec- wished to go forward too fast, at the
time that he overrode the oppo- tion 23, Township 19 N., Range 10 E.,
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of in- sition of those who wished not to go '
was never
r
tention to make final
proof, forward at all. The goal
dim
his
b('f01'e
he picked
but
vision;
to establish claim to the land above
wav cautiously, without eiuier
llls
reand
before
the
described,
register
reiver of the TTniterl statoa land of- - halt or hurry, as he strode toward it,
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th through sucn a morass or cumcuity
that no man of less courage wou'd
day of March, 1909.
have
attempted it, while it would sureRaClaimant names as witnesses:
overwhelmed any man oi
have
ly
fael Montoya, Anacleto
Contreras,
serene..
less
judgment
Martin Gonzales and Vincente JimYet perhaps the most wonderful
M.
N.
all
of Santa Fe,
enez,
thing of all, and, from the standpoint
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of the America of today and of the
Register.
future, the most vitally important,
was the extraordinary way in which
Save Money by Buying ChamberLincoln could fight valiantly against
lain's Cough Remedy.
You will pay just as much for a bot- what he deemed wrong and yet
undiminished his love and retle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
for
the brother from whom he
spect
as for any of the other cough medidiffered. In the hour of a triumph
cines, but you save money in buying
would have turned any weaker
it. The saving is in what you get, that
man's
head, in the heat of a struggle
not what you pay. The
Which spurred many a good man to
I3
in
of
bottle
this
every
quality
said
he
dreadful vindictiveness,
remedy, and you get good results
so long as he had been
when you take it. Neglected colds of- truthfully that
ten develop serious conditions, and in his office he had never willingly"
a thorn in any man's bosom,
when you buy a cough medicine you planted
t.nd besought his supporters to study
want to be sure you are setting one
incidents of the trial through
that will cure your cold. Chamber- the
which they were passing as philosphy
lain's Cough Remedy always cures. from which
to learn wisdom and not
Price 25 and 50 cents a bottle. For as
wrongs to be avenged ; ending with
Bale by all druggists.
the solemn exhortation that, as the
strife was over, all should unite in a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
common effort to save their common
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
country.
Serial No. 03537.
TJ.-..-.tlmllit.wl !
Department

They Are The
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eastern merchant, the
distilling concern which recognized the commercial value of the
pure water from the rock spring, and
the bottle label bearing the inscrip-

tion "Lincoln Birthplace Whiskey."
Both had come with the instructions
to "bid it in," and the sentiment which
they displayed about their mission
worked
was intense. It eventually
their ruin, for before evening their
patriotic enthusiasm had been stimu
lated to a high degree, and by midnight both were peaceably abed.
Mr. Jones came here by buggy early
commissioner who was to conduct the
sale. With the thought of the two
gentlemen who were stiU resting in
Elizabethtown he tried to pursuarle the
commissioner to start the sale promptly at 10 o'clock. But that official was
for having it in the afernoon. Finally
twelve-thirtwas agreed upon as a
A horse auction the
compromise.
same day excited more interest among
the citizens o the village and it was
but a small crowd that gathered about
the court house, when Commissioner
Handley announced that he was ready
to sell the Rock Spring farm. The
bidding started at $1,500 and was
gradually worked up to $3,600 at
which price it was sold to Mr. Collier's representative. After the papers
had been properly drawn and recorded
Mr. Jones started to drive back to
Elizabethtown &nd encountered one of
the belated bidders who was mercilessly hurrying his horse to reach the
auction in time to bid. An indignant
salutation greeted Mr. Jones' announcement that the Lincoln farm
was in his pocket.
"What am 1 to say when I get back,"
the other shouted in dismay. "I'll
give you $10,000 for it right now."
But: Mr. Collier' had a better use for
the place, and it was not handed over.
Instead, he interested a group of
citizens in
American
for the
association
a
national
forming
This
preservation of this ground.
group, of, citizens organized the Lincoln Farm Assoc'atin which was
promptly incorporated under the laws
of the state of New York. The title of
the Uncoln birthplace was transferred
to this association and the program
for enlarging the. membership of the
society was at once begun. In order
to make the memorial to Lincoln represent the tributes of all the people,

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location

of any Military School In the Union. Located
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above saa level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session,
Eleven Ollicfrs and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastarn collpges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern li all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and Wt
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JA. W. WILL30N,
.
11

Superintendent

DJ0 CAUEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.
alkalln Hot 8prlng In the worlt,
Thee celebrated Hot Springe are
haa
eated In the midtt of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of thete water
mlrao
e
the
tested
west
oflbeen
by
milec
twenty-fivthoroughly
Dwelling,
ulous cures atteited to in th follow.
Tao, and fifty milet north of 8anta
Bar-ncmile
from
twelve
Ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
and
about
Fe,
8tatlon, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Dlseaso
Grand Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and MercurL
dally line of stag run to the tprlng. ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
!
to.
Female
all
of
Complaint,
the
water.
Grippe,
Th temperature
from 90 to 122 degree. Th gase are Eoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 psr
sarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
ry dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and wa!.
round. Ther la now a commodious ho- for Sant- - Fe rain upen requt. Thli
tel for the convenience of Invalid! and resort is attractivs at all season and
touriat. People auffering from Con- is open all winter. Passenger for Ojt
m.
sumption, cancer, and other contagl-o- u Caliente can leave 8anta Fe at a.
ar not accepted. Thee and reach Ojo Calien'. at 4 pi. m., thf
water contain 1,626.24 grain of alka- am day. For further particular
lln ult to th gallon, being th rich- - drea:
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Otof altonte, Tan County.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

to

;

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

I

ALBUQUERQUE
Has. been established eighteen years, c It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.

VE SCHOOLS

-

(Continued

on Page Six.)

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT

y

'

Proorietor.M

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

THE

at reasonable ratesi
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

S27

piglbpg- an FranclM

Strcat,

Indian ana leii&an Hares
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Carlos

Blanket, Bakt, Wax, Father andLlncn Drawn Work,
Opal, TurquQi, Garnet and Othar Qm
OUR MOTTO: T Hav th
t of Evrythln In Owr tint.

DUDROW & MOISTENED
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse
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Telephone
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more character, more force than the
rural school, and revokes more pride,
Interest, and support on the part of
the people. At every point of comschool is
parison the consolidated
confidently claimed to be superior in
all respects to the school of one
teacher, and at all material points of
comparison the entire system of consolidation has been demonstrated by
experience to be superior to the system that is gradually being replaced
by it.
The objections to consolidation are
almost invariably either fanciful or
selfish.
Trivial excuses are offered
to outweigh the most precious inheritance that a child ma receive.
The large number of pupils from ungraded schools who are attending
graded schools and paying tuition in
them is a strong evidence of the su
perlority of the graded school. That
there is no appreciable opposite move
ment of pupils from the graded to the
ungraded schools is an additional evidence that the former is superior. The
most satisfactory organization in the
graded school is one in which only
one grade is assigned to each teacher,
But the school in which two or three
grades are assigned to one teacher
is still a vast improvement over the
system requiring one instructor to
attempt to teach all the eight grades
The common experience of teachers
of rural schools is that they do not
have time to carry out the standard
methods of teaching; they do not have
sufficient time to teach the large num
her of classes that they ordinarily
must form, for that reason all the
work of the teacher must fall far short
of what it would be in a properly
graded school.
It is the common experience that
most of the causes
of complaint
against teachers do not exist after
consolidation. The conclusion is that
the complaints are largely chargeable
against the system in which the teacher Is placed, rather than against the
teacher herself. Under close superof
vision, with a smaller number
classes though the classes themselves be larger the work of the
teacher would be far more successfully done.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
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CONSOLIDATION OF RURAL
SCHOOLS.
The interest of New Mexico legislators in the public schools, especially those in the rural sections, was
made manifest this week when on
one day both houses passed a measure for the issuing of half a million
dollars in bonds to help the poorer
of the rural school districts to modern school houses, to longer school
terms, to higher paid teachers and to
better equipment. It must be of interest therefore to every legislator to
learn that in a number of the progressive commonwealths, tha plan of
consolidating smaller public schools
into, one larger, centrally located
school, is being tried with success.
The pupils are taken to and from the
school by conveyances that are paid
for by the! school districts that combine in the plan. It seems that In
more than one portion of New Mexico
this plan might be adopted to great
Territorial Superintendadvantage.
ent J. E. Clark sums up the reasons
in favor of such consolidation as follows :
It permits a better grading of the
school and better classification of the
Consolidation allows pupils
pupils.
to be placed in graded schools where
they can work to the best advantages
and where more time can be given to

the recitation.
The time of the teacher is not frittered away by having to teach a larger
number of classes.
By employing several teachers, each
teacher can have ample time for each
work
class, and some
high-scho-

Can also be added.

It insures the enrollment of a larger
percentage of the persons of school
age.

area a certain community of feeling,
certain companionship, and charity
which would otherwise hardly be pos
sible. Sectarian and political differences are not so noticeable and the
peop'e become better acquainted.
It is the only means of realizing
free high schools for all and accessible to all.
The extension of the course of
study so as to give some high-schoinstruction follows consolidation. At
the age of from thirteen to fifteen
years, when pupils should be ready
for high school, the natural place for
them to live is in their own homes
under paternal care. Even a year or
l
education at home
two of
prepares the child much better to be
among strangers while continuing his
education.
The larger boys and girls are kept
in school, are given better instruction, and are offered many advanced
a

high-schoo-

subjects.
A larger proportion of the pupils
are enabled to complete their preparation for the high school.
All children have the same chances
for higher educational advantages,
which, under the present plan, only a
small percentage can have, and that
at great expense, by leaving home
and going to the city.
The rich and the poor will have
more nearly equal advantages in seeducation. "What
curing a
is now the privilege of a few will become equally the opportunity of all.
It gives an opportunity to the promising, ambitious boy, regardless of
wealth, and in return the state is endowed richly with a citizenship
of
superior quality and efficiency.
Parents and children become more
contented when good school advantages are brought to them in the counhigh-scho-

It insures a better attendance from
those enrolled.
try.
It opens the door to more weeks of Better teachers can be employed,
schooling, and to schools of a higher hence better schools.
Good teachers gravitate toward pograde.
It keeps the larger boys and girls sitions having systematized work.
in school a longer time, and especTeachers are retained longer, and
ially those advancing beyond the dis- hence become more efficient.
Good teachers may be more-- easily
cipline and instruction of the smaller
school.
retained than in the small ungraded
Greater results are accomplished in school.
The consolidated school secures a
the same length of time.
Better management is secured.
larger share of the experienced
The discipline in consolidaed schools teachers and those who have had noraverages much better than that in mal training.
schools of but one teacher.
The better salaries paid will enable
Better school officials can be se- a larger proportion of the teachers to
l
cured by having a much larger school secure
and normal traindistrict from which to select them.
ing as a preparation.
The plan insures systematic and
Petty jealousies interfere less with
close supervision by the principal,
the best interests of the school.
The larger number of classes al- and makes the visitation of county
ready required makes the need of superintendents more efficient by savmore than one teacher for any school ing much time from travel and permitting visitations much more freapparent.
The general demand for more sub- quently.
Close supervision will give the injects in the course of study emphasizes the fact that a larger institution experienced teachers wise daily assistthan the one teacher school is re- ance and guidance, and greatly
their efficiency.
quired.
The buildings are more comfortable
The course of study can be made
and convenient, and better adapted to
more complete.
It affords an opportunity for school purposes. The same number of
thorough work in special branches, rooms can be constructed more cheapsuch as drawing, music, and elemen- ly when combined in one building than
when constructed separately.
tary agriculture.
Special teachers could be employed
Pupils can have the advantages of
to divide their time among such con- better school rooms better heated,
solidated schools.
better ventilated, and better supplied
By consolidation we are taking a wih apparatus.
Better equipment for primary work
Jong step forward in solving the problem "H6w to keep the boys on the can be secured. Instead of the charts,
farm." Such a school may become the globes and other apparatus duplicated
social and intellectual center of the in the separate schools a much larger
variety can be secured for the same
community.
By this plan the farm again, as of outlay.
The larger school means better liold, becomes the ideal place in which
to bring up children, to give them the braries and hence good literature.
It reduces irregular attendance.
advantages of centers of population,
It eliminates truancy.
and have them spend their evenings in
It reduces tardiness to a minimum.
the home.
It makes compliance with our
The classes are larger, and hence
law more feasible
"more Interesting.
It awakens healthy rivalry through and justifiable.
It is the general testimony that the
the Inspiration of numbers.
)
Tfte arSe classes bring interest, en- health of the pupils Is better because
of transportation faciiltle.
thusiasm and confidence.
the
The pupils are protected from
classes
strong
inspire
Large
students to excel and the others to storms; quarreling and fighting on
the way to and from school arn preImitate their example.
vented: the opportunity for intimidainmore
varied
Closer relationship,
tercourse and friendly class rivalry tion and acts of violence by the strong
is removed.
tend to stimulate Interest. The classes towards the weak
The morals of the pupils are guard
continue
become stronger, pupils
ed and controlled on the way to and
longer in school, and frequently se- from school.
education.
cure higher
It decreases the aggregate cost or
The larger numbers make the games gives greater efficiency at the same
more interesting, make such games cost.
as baseball possible, and hence conMore is saved in incidental expenses
of schpol
tribute to the attractiveness
and the people undoubtedly secure
'
life.
larger returns for the money invested.
The social life of the pupil Is widIt gives value received for the
ened and the circle of acquaintance amount expended.
extended. The larger association imIt enhances the value of real estate,
proves the manners of the pupils, but the greatest gain is in the enrichtheir
individuality, ment of the lives of the young.
(strengthens
broadens their experience with othThe consolidated school has gone
ers and makes them better and more far
beyond the experimental stage. Its
intelligent, citizens.
are as well confirmed as
advantages
It qulckenB public interest in the are the disadvantages of the
and
qualschools. Pride Is the kind
rural school.
ity of work done is made manifest.
school has more dignity,
central
The
It brings to the people of a larger
,

high-schoo-

e

compuls-

ory-attendance
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PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

New Mexico

EDWARD

C.

WADE,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

New Mexico
C. ABBOTT,

E.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davies,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .
'
Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

Las Cruces

New Mexico

District Attorney Eighth District,
Doha Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
HARVIE DUVAL,
Attorney-at-Law- .

v

Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
exclusively. Practices in all the District Courts and Supreme Court. Specie' attention to perfecting titles and
organizing and financing land and min
ing properles. Office: Laughlin Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
H. M. DOUGHERTY,

-

-

L.

O. FULLEN,

-

New Mexico

"United

States

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD,
Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
Lai Vegas
M. C.

Tha oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1876
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
JOHN H, VAUGHN, Caahler. v
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President
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H. BRODHEAD,

Attorneys-at-Law-
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Capital Stock, $150,001.

;
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undivided Profits, $63,S0f.

Surplus anrf

1

Transact! a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans
and colmoney on tha most favorable terms on all kinds of personal
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic anc

foreign exchange

and

Makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
jxecutes all orders or its patrons In he banking line, and alma to
xtend to thrm as liber; I treatment In all respects, as Is conslstont
with tafety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxss
for rent. The patronise of the public - respectfu ly solicited.
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"NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
Jesse G. Northcutt,

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pfopi.
o

One of the Best Hotels in the West

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bile Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE B. BARBER,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.

EUROPEAN PLAN
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Washington Avenue
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Office:
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-
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HOTEL

Catron Block.
New Mexico

J. E. LACOME

H. R. PUTNAM,

and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered.
New Mexico
Texico
U. S. Court Commissioner

....

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
..
Eastern and local hank references.

.

Proprietor
Postal Telegraph. Office
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Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

a Good One,
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IN CONNECTION
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FitESS THE BUTTON. WE

DO

THE REST,

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico. School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

Runs on the European Planl

OSTEOPATHY
A. WHEELON
drcharles
treats acute and chronic

Successfully
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
Hours: 9 to
No. 103 Palace avenue.
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
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JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
New Mexico
Sar-tFe
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G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.
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The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the faclltleo for
inturning out every class of work,
in
binderies
beet
of
the
one
cluding
the West.
If Vou wan: anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."
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continent.

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Geo-

Yesterday was a great day for the
Archaeological Society and its friends.
It was also a great day for the territory and all of its people, for the establishment of the School of American
Archaeology and the State Museum of
New Mexico will. mean more to them
in material benefits than they now
realize. It was believed that when the
legislators once fully understood the
nature of the propositions made by the
American Institute of Archaeology
they would rally to the support of the
Society
New Mexico Archaeological
which has heen working for years toward this very recognition of the Sunshine State as the "heart of Archae-- '
r
ology" in America,1 as one eminent
speaker recently put it. Mere local
selfishness was forgotten by the members of the Council yesterday and
they served their constituents well by
making it possible for this great
school to be established in the territory, the envy of the world and the
nrirlp nf tha commonwealth as well as
of the ' scientists of the American

....
....

Taos-

BApH

AsshUant Cashier

act establishing a natural resources
Attorney-at-Law- .
commission and a natual resources
District Attorney Ninth District.
survey of the territory, is the most Office over First National Bank.
important measure that could come Roswell
New Mexico
up before this or any other legislature.
WILLIAM McKEAN,
Every good businessman makes an anAttorney-at-Law- .

"Whereas, the

The New Mexican Fruiting company
prepared to furnish cards de vita
or ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reasonable
.rices, either engravtd or printed.
Call at tha New Mexican Print! ngcora- Is

FIRST jVATIOpL

THE

Attorney-at-Law- .

RESOURCES.
In some respects the bill introduced Socorro
by Councilman Hanley yesterday, an

logical Survey; to encourage the establishment of a survey for New Mexico, has made a definite offer for cooperative work of 'an amount equal
to that appropriated by the terirtory
of New Mexico up to $5,000."' The
commission is to consist of the governor, a director of the survey and
three other members, while the staff
of the commission shall consist of a
territorial geologist, a chief of agriculture, a chief of mining and a chief of
irrigation. The work shall be carried
forward in connection with the higher
educational institutions of the territory and an appropriation of $8,000 annually is to be made, for the purposes
of the work. The pleasure is - based
upon the recommendation of Governor
Curry in his message to the assembly and the ideas of President Roosevelt as expressed in numerous messages and articles written by him in
recent years. The bill should by all
means become a law and if enforced
in the spirit that it was drafted, will
accomplish untold good for the development of the future Sunshine State.

r,

MARK B. THOMPSON,

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:

nual inventory of his resources and
this measure provides no less than an
inventory of resources of New Mexico. Newspapers and boosters
speak
in a rather loose way, but with excusable pride, of the immense natural
wealth of the territory and when
pinned down to facts, can even give
statistics that demonstrate how boundless this material wealth really is, but
after all, both the ideas and the figures are rather vague and in many instances do not come anywhere near
the truth or convey an exact notion
of what this wealth really consists of.
To interest capital in the development
of resources, there must be offered
some exact idea of such resources, and
to husband these resources wisely, requires this very inventory that every
businessman finds it essential to take
of his own business. Uncle Sam is
ready to help New Mexico take this
inventory and a preamble' to Councilman Hanley's bill says:

Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
at Last.
"For several winters past my wife
has been troubled with a most persistent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
slepless nights,' writes Will J. Hay-needitor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
In an appearance and my wife, acting
on the suggestion of a friend, purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The resul was indeed
After three doses the
marvelous.
cough entirely disappeared and has
not manifested itself since." This
remedy is for sale by all druggists.

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practica in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

Attorney-at-Law- .

MEXICO

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is hy constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or Imperfect hearing, and when
it is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the inflammation
can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hear-in- g
will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for, any case of deafness (caused by
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

'
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C. H. BOWLDS,

H. S. REED, Pres'dont,
N. A. PERRY, Vice President

P. F. KNIGHT,

OF WINTER MILLINERY
Half the regular price wil buy
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Birds,
Mayor Jose D. Sena made a business
Hats,
Caps, Baby Bouuets etc.
to
last
Albuquerque
evening.
trip

Asst. Cashier.

Capital Stock

Albuquerque.
s
M. O'Xell, a mining man of
was In the city yesterday registering at the Claire.
Treasurer Eugenio Romero, of San
Miguel county, arrived over the hills
from lias Vegas last evening.
Daniel Devine was a passenger
north this morning over the Rio
Grande, en route to Salt Lake City.
X. E. Goetz, a businessman at
was among last evening's arrivals over the New Mexico Central.
Ross McMillen, supervisor of the
Jamez National Forest Reserve, Is on
the reserve this week on official business.
F. Faircloth returned yesterday
from Taiban to be on the legislative
deck when the guns opened on Taft
county.
Mitchell Miller of Las Vegas was in

BO.

TRUST

Mo-rlart-

SANTA FE, N. M.
to all
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and Saving Accounts.

the city yesterday, registering at the
Claire, He represents a wholesale
fruit house.
A. N. Perry,
of the
U. S. Bank & Trust company, left this
afternoon for Estancia, on a business
trip. From there he will go to El

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.
DIRECTORS
C. H. BOWLDS

N.B. LAUGLING
A.J.GREEN

H. S. REED

R. H.HANNA.

N. A. PERRY

Paso, Texas.
Probate Clerk Jesus M. Luna was
an arrival at the Claire yesterday noon
from Los Lunas. He was accompanied by Digneo Aragon.
George H. Van Stone, manager of
the Hughes Mercantile company, was
a passenger for Albuquerque on last
evening's Santa Fe train.
H. C. Viles, forest ranger on the
Pecos, is In the city on business connected with the office of the supervisor
of the Jemez national forest.
Captain E. P. Bujac, of Carlsbad,
who had been in Santa Fe on legislative and legal matters, was homeward
bound via the Belen cut-of- f
last night.
J. .W Lain and family of Aztec arrived last night from Arizona where
they have spent some time and left today for their home in San Juan
county.
Henry A. Judd of London, England,
returned last evening from Corona,
Lincoln county, where he is interested
in the Corona Queen Mining company's properties.
On February 20th, Mrs. Nathan
Jaffa, wife of the secretary of the territory, will give a reception in honor
of the members of the Thirty-eightlegislative assembly.
Attorney W. W. Mills of Springer,
Colfax county, who is also one of the
pioneer and largest orchard owners
in the territory, was an arrival from
the north last evening.
Professors W. E. Garrison of Mesilia
Park; W. G. Tight and A. B. Stroup
of Albuquerque,, were educators homeward bound last evening after spending the week in Santa Fe on educational and legislative matters.
Former Treasurer and Collector
Frank A. Hubbell of Bernalillo county,
was homeward bound to Albuquerque
last evening after having been successful in helping a measure in which he
was interested, through the Council..
Rev. Thomas M. Harwood was
among those who arrived from AlbuMr.
querque yesterday afternoon.
Harwood is an old Civil war veteran
who has been grand chaplain of the
Department of New Mexico Grand
army of the Republic for many years.
H. W. Adams, of Vermejo and W. H.
Greer of Albuquerque returned home
this morning after spending a day in
the city on business in connection
with the purchase of a large tract of
land. The deal, however, was not
consummated.
They stopped at the
Clair".
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"Exceptional Values n
ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS
AN& SEETHE PRICES COME
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NEW NEWEST STYLES IN
All
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ron Beaa, Linoleum Lace Curtains

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
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HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS
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THE WEST FOR THE
The Colorado Rational. Life

Phone

10

WEST,

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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SANTA FE BOARD OF TRADE.
The meeting of the Board of Trade
held last Friday evening was a very
active and interesting one, but in the
rush of legislative matters this week,
a report of its proceedings has not
been published, except the publiction
of the admirable address of Mayor
Sena.

BERGEFiE, Manager for New Mexico

JW

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron Block

pring Novel ties in Ladies
ilk and Net Waists
4-JU-

A. H.

Broadhead, corresDonding
retary of the board, made a very interesting report relative to the large correspondence carried on in the interest
of Santa Fe, with parties in all parts
of the country.
The subject of organizing a "Chautauqua" for Santa Fe was discussed
at length, and all agreed that this is
the Ideal spot of the entire West for a
successful summer Chautauqua,
and
that it only needs energetic handling
to make it an important institution.
Finally it was agreed to appoint a
committee of three, and to request
the Commercial club' to appoint a similar committee to consider the subject
and formulate a plan of action. The
committee consists if Prof. J. A.
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COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

Screened Raton Lump
V

V

Monero

siz.es

'V

.v.;

CAPITAL COAL YARD
A.

T

A a, F. Depot

board.
The subject of erecting a building
for the use of the board, having stores
below and the board rooms above, received animated attention.
It wai
shown that the project could be carried

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal, "
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Neat

Sparks and S. G. Cartwright
were appointed delegates from the
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White lined seamless coffee pots
3 qt. white lined, enameled tea,
pots
Hygienic, full granite sink strainer,
4 qt, White lined, 3
coats, millpans
5 qt. White lined enameled
mixing bowls,
17
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dish pans
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Double rice boilers, white lined, large size
Blue Diamond tea steepers, full white lined
.23
Large white lined 3 coat, wash basins
10 qt. preserving kettles, white lined
.53
4 qt. Venetian enameled, handled stew
.81
pans
1 qt. handle stew
.12
pans, 8 coat, whita lined
.14
Large granite dippers, perfect ware
Many dozen additional pieces and kind at eq wily ridiculous prices. Tables pilled full, their are yours for the

pittance.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

ssssssssssssxxxssxsss

Clearing gale
WE MUST
AND WILL MOVE SOME
OF OUR GOODS ATOXCE
For the Next Week you Will find the Knife
Has Been Used on the Prices of our
'A

BOYS SUITS

10 cents
Admission
Reserved Seats
.....20 rents
Evening Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.

'A

We need the room for new Goods that are cominsf in
In order to do this we are announcing a clean cut
reduction of 33
cents on the dollar.
The prices that we have been making are already
ridiculously low but we mean to make a clean up
and we advice you to come early for values like
this will not last long.
The shrewd buyers are beginning to know when
we advertise a bargaia that we mean just what we

8

ens.

say.

1908 CROP

The!

Price
Makers

ENGLISH WALNUTS

The Racket Stor E
1
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
X X X S S
S S S
$

x

and

The
Price
Makers

s

ALMONDS
O. C. WATSON

1908 CROP

C.

A.

BISHOP:

FIVE CHAIRS
W. Roberts, E H Baca
.F. S Rivera, Al G. Slaughter
and W. M.Perry
tTH-- T.

All first class barbers In 'charge. Call and
give us a trial at O. K. Barber Sbop.

, 247 8anFrancleco..Streei

O. C WATSON 6l COMPANY!

EVAPORATED
PEACHES,

IP

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCOTTAGE, CALL
-:
ON US
::

PEARS,

N

APPRIC0TS

-:

PLUMS

New Figs

We Also Have

TABLE RAISINS
SEEDED RAISINS

Several Business Properties. For Sale.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

and
CURRANTS

CI

T R

LIVERY STABLE

ON

LEMON AND ORANGE

PEEL

SWEET CIDER

SHOP

r

W

"

THAT'S ALL
Every

AN ASSORTMENT.

sec-

Wood, Hon. B. M. Read and Hon. L.
B. Prince.
The invitation of the Dry Farming
Congress at Cheyenne, on February
23, was received and accepted,
and

ri

m

G

We Originated, Others Copy

MONDAY and THURSDAY

COME EARLY TO GET

HERE ARE SOME: OF THE VALUES OFFERED
qt, White Lined enameled milk pails
,20c
2 "
"
.1
((
"
"
.80
1 "
.11
Padding pans white lined

FOLLOW

Change of Program

WEEKS,

1

A. M. DETTELBACH.

OTHERS

H

WILL CONTINUE TWO

graniteware.

OPERA HOUSE
WE LEAD

SALE NOW ON AND

the; lowest price
you ever 'paid for

SUICIDE

h

ARE OFFERING

goods of highest
quality, to go at

Kansas City, Feb. 12. Cattle receipts, 2.Q00. Market steady. Southern steers', $1.25CtC.OO; southern cows,
$2.5004.25; native cows and heifers,
$2.235-5.7;
stackers and feeders,
$3.23S'5.25; bulls, 3.204.80; calve.
$3.S0C50; western steers, $4.00
6.25; western cows, $2.755.23.
Hogs Receipts, 9,000. Market is
steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk, $0.00
G.45;
heavy, $0.40(56.50;
packers
and butchers, $fi.20(frG.45; light, $3.75
(ft 6.25; pigs, $4.50
5.50.
Sheep Receipts, 2,000. Market Is
Muttons, $4.505.G0; lambs,
steady.
$G.507.50; range wethers, $4.00
6.75; fed ewes, $3.005.10.

Chicago. Feb. 12. Disappointment
over the-- failure of his ward club to
is thought
endorse him for
to have been cause for the suicide of
Alderman Joseph F. Kohout, who this
morning went to the cellar of his home
and shot himself through the head.
He had gone to the basement while
his wife was preparing breakfast and
when he did not return, she began to
search for him. She found him dead
with a revolver by his side. Kohout
was the Democratic leader in the city
council and one of the stanchest supporters of Mayor Dunne during the
latter's term. He was a lawyer and
about 50 years of age, and is survived
by a wife and two children.

I

Another of those Big Catches
such as we made a year ago.

WOOL MARKET.
St, Louis.Feb. 12. Wool unchanged.
LIVE STOCK.

DISAPPOINTMENT
CAUSES

H. S. KAUNE & GO.
'PHOUE 26.

1

GRANITE WARE

Southeast corner Plaza.

into effect with a comparatively small
outlay, as arrangements could be made
for the placing of bonds secured by a
mortgage on very easy and liberal
terms. Several eligible lor.atloiu woro
suggcsli'd, and the mutter w;m finally
of by appointing Messrs.
Owen, M tiller and Prince as a committee to Inquire ;ip1 report.

SPECIAL

Half Car of Assorted

A

Cer-rillo-

HD

BANK

STAIES

SPECIAL

STOCK MUST HE SOLD

Thomas Hanna and wife, of Lamy,
formerly of this city, spent today in

$50,000.
UNITED

PAGE FIVE

CLEARING SALE

PERSONAL MENTION

Cashier

N. M.

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BIJ6GIES, SURRIES. HICKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

'HAS.

LOSSOG1

'X.

TIIE SANTA IE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

SIX

PAGE

"HIS GAUNT SHOULDERS WERE
BOWED, BUT HIS STEEL
THEWS NEVER FALTERED,

flew tyxico Central, IJaildoad; Time Tabic
NO
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J.P

CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.

field November

19,

the only hope of a successful cure; and it should be a medicine that not only
cleanses the circulation, but one that at the same time restores the blood to
Worthy Master
its normal, rich, nutritive condition. S. S. S. is lust such a remedy. It is
made entirely of healing, cleansing vegetable properties, extracted from na-- ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
ture's roots, herbs and barks of tlie lorest ana neias. it Has long been
Fe Chapter No. 1
recognized as the greatest of all blood punhers, possessing the qualities
R. A, M. Regular connecessary to remove everv impurity in tlie Diooa. vvnen s. 3. t. lias punneu
vocation second Monday
the circulation, and strengthened and enriched it, sores and ulcers heal read- of each month at MaHy and purely, because tuey are no longer lea ana Kept open by a continual
disease-ladematter
sonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
blood.
from
S.
S.
S.
of
the
them
into
irritating
.
sa.
.discharge
.
..
.
r 11. n .. 1.
; ii
i,
S.
uesu
conumon
a
a
SPITZ. H. P.
01
n
uic
wiui
uy
doiu
ncn,
neauny
brings
supplying
nourishing blood and makes a permanent and lasting cure. Book on Sores ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.
and Ulcers and any medical advice mailed free to all who write.
Santr Fe Commandery
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
No. 1, K. T. Regular

...

n

1

1

1

1863.

Fourscore and seven years ago our LEGISLATIVE THUMB
fathers brought forth upon this con
NAIL SKETCHES
tinent a new nation, conceived in
liberty, and dedicated to the proposi"Be a Sport" All who have ever
tion that all men are created equal. niBt th little mPRSPinrpr named Dan
Now we are engaged in a great Civil MnpHnp- - hftvfi rpaaon t0 comment
war, testing whether that nation or ll)X)n the lad.g unU8Ual niental
nation so conceived, and so dediis aa hrizht aa thB m.overb- cated can long endure. We are met lal dolari Last night he approached
on a great battlefield of that war. We
. pri(,0 Walters, renresentative
,
are met to dedicate a portion of it f
a
t with
DaDer
as the final resting-placof those who and sald Be a
a pa.
and
buy
Bport
here gave their lives, that that nation
Mr. Walters replied, "Be a
per."
might live. It is altogether fitting sport and give me one'" whereupon
anu proper mat we snouia ao mis. t. . . nrnmnv haTuie over the naBut in a larger sense we cannot dediNo 21
Miles From
as if ,t were to be a glti Mr,
NO. 1.
Miles From
STATIONS.
DAILY
Raton
cate, we cannot hallow this ground. WalterBi nuich pleased with the lad's
DAILY
l)e Moines
The brave men, living and dead, who a(Jt,
handed the boy the price o
n
6 30 p, m, taruggieu nere, iime cuusecjaieu.
49
10 oo a. m.
Arr,
Lv. Des Moines,
paper '
N',,1
6 15 p, m. far above our
45
Lv,
4
10 12 a. m.
"
Kumaldu,
power to add, or de4 55 p, m.
38
11
10 35 a. m.
Deduiau
The world will little note, nor
4 35 p, m. tract.
32
16
10 60 a. m,
Oapullii
DE- 4 25 p, ni.
29
11 06 a. ra,
20
VlKil
remember
what we say here; but SNOW DRIFTS
long
55
3
24
11 20 a. m
p, m,
RAIL TWO ENGINES
26
Thompson
can never forget what they did
3 30 p. m, it
18
11 46 a. in.
81
Cunningham
2 65 p. in,
7
42
12 20 p
Clifton House Junction "
here.
It is for us the living, rather
2 30 p. Ill
12 45
Arr.
Arr.
Norfolk, Neb., Feb. 12. Train traf0
49
RATON N M'
to be dedicated here to the unfinished
12 25 p. in.
Lv.
Lv.
i3 80
fic
has been resumed on all of the
12 05 p. m.
7
Lv.
42
60
Ollfton House Junction ""
work that they have thus far so no11 40 a. in.
13
34 15
49
Preston
lines
of northern Nebraska, south11 06 a' in.
23
4 45
68
bly carried on. It is rather for U3 to
Koehler
"
11
South
Dakota and Wyoming,
ern
15
a.
20
4 65 p. ni.
m,
66
Koehler Jnct.
be here dedicated to the great task
tlO 15 a. in.
33
68
50 p. m.
Oolfax
St. Paul line and Omaon
the
except
"
43
41
9
a. m, remaining before us that from these
6 16 p, m.
77
Oerrososo
between
here and Sioux City.
9
25
line
ha
a.
Lv
ni.
6 35 p. ni.
Arr
47
UIMARRON N. M.
7 50 a. ni, honored dead we take increased de
7 08 p. m.
Arr.
Lv.
two
and
After
nights of plowing,
days
7 40 a. ni, votion to the cause for which they,
60
86
N. M.
Lv
.. 10 p. m.
Nasli
"
two engines from Norfolk reached
7 25 a. in,
63
89
7. 23 p. ni.
rl
Harlan
.
full
the
last
measure 01,,,
here, gave
...
7 00 a. in,
59
94
7. 45 p. m.
Ute Fark
devotion that we here highly resolved iiORKing, len mnea nuiiueasi vi ueie,
plow was
that the dead shall not have died in yesterday, towhen the snowboth
and
smashed
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N vain
engines
(j Connects
pieces
that the nation, under God,
stiff drift.
a
derailed
M., 6:15 p. m.
encountering
by
shall have a new birth of Freedom,
I Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M. that the government of the people, As there are many more deep drifts
on the line it is not expected that traf1:55 a. m.
by the people, and for the people, fic
will be resumed for several days.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
not
shall
perish from the earth.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:

Si Louis

Pacific

Rocky

Ml 4

Company.

Railway

acu-an- y

-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

e

.

-

-

J

Q

-
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SOUTH BOUND.
Address to the American Flag, By
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Joseph Rodman Drake.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
When
Freedom from her mountain
C.
with
and
Raton
&
A.
T.
3.
F. Ry. at
Preston,
TracK connection with
height
t S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron & Unfurled her standard to the
air,
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
She tore the azure robe of night,
in
New
Mexico:
is
Ocate,
N.
for
the
M.,
following points
depot
Cimarron,
And set her stars of glory there;
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
She mingled with its gorgeous dyes
In
Mexico:
New
is
N.
Arroyo
M.,
Ute Park,
depot for following points
The milky baldric, of the skies,
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
And striped its pure celestial white
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
With streakings of the morning light;
W.A.GORMAN,
Then from his mansion in the sun
J, van HOUTEN;
B, J, DEDMAN.
down
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr. Gen- - Pass- - Agent She called her eagle-bearSuperintendent
And gave into his mighty hand
JW
M
N- - iW.
N.
N,
RATON.
RATON,
RATON,
The symbol of her chosen land.
Majestic monarch of the cloud!
Who rear'st aloft thy regal form,
To hear the tempest-trumping- s
loud
And see the lightning lances driven
When strive the warriors of the storm,
And rolls the thunder-drum- s
of
NORTH BOUND

FARMER IS MURDERED
AND THEN ROBBED

No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.

Going

to EI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 10:45 A. Jtt.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

12. W. J.
farmer, aged 60
outskirts of town,
robbed near his
home Wednesday
night. It is not
known how much money was secured.
There is no clue to the murder. His
skull was crushed by a blow with a
heavy bludgeon.

Portsmouth, la.,
Kruger, a wealthy
years, living on the
was murdered and

advantage of this splendid service the first time you
have occasion to go El Paso.
STILES,

General Passenger Agent,

I

El Paso, Texas,

Direct Koute
TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the
DENVER
'

&

I

GRANDE

W

Denver, Colo.

& T.

Monconclave
fourth
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

irinLj

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. t,
O. Brusum, E. A. Drake, Socorro; W.
G. Tight, Albuquerque; T. B. Catron, 14th degree,
Ancient and Accepted
city; W. A. Greer, A. T. Fitzgerald, A. Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet!
W. Adams, Chicago; J. F. Hubbell, on the third Ilonday of each month
Walter C. Hubbll, Albuquerque; Wil- at 7:30 o'clock In the evening Id
liam H. Huck, "Denver; It. Rasmus-sen- , Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.

Tucson; W. E. Smith, Alamosa; Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
J. E. Sullivan, Denver; John Rein-hard- t, dlally ' invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
St. Louis; W. W. Mills, SpringVenerable Master.
er; Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas; J.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
W. Egan, Quincy, 111.; J. P, O'Connor,
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Secretary
B. P. O. E.
Claire.
R. L. Cock, Kansas City. H .W. AdSanta Fe Loage No. 460, B. P. O. &
ams, Vermejo; W. H. Greer, Albuquerque; F. Faircloth, Taiban; Mr. and holds its regular session on the see-nand fourth Wednesdays of each
Mrs, A. D. Lugeblhil, Myron R. Luge-bih- l,
month.
C.
B.
Mrs.
Mann,
Visiting brothers are invited
Bluffton, 0.;
Bowerston, O.; M. O'Neil, Cerrillos; rind welcome.
T. P. GABLB,
H. O.' Morrison, Los Angls; Mitchell
Exalted Ruler
Miller, Las Vegas; Henry A. Judd,
J. D. SENA.
London; W. B. Starr, Nt.w York; J.
M. Luna, Diegno Aragon, Los Lunas;
Secretary
J. M. Hartley.
Normandie.
C. H. Haggart, J. S. Peters, Santa
Rosa; Ethel Strasser, Cerrillos; N .B.
DeArmond and wife, Manhattan, Kan.;
E. Harris Denver; N. E. Goetz, Mori-J- .
W. Lain and family, Aztec; Theo.
arty; Antonio Sandoval, Santa Barbara; Nicolas Mondragon and wife, DRY FARMING CONGRESS,
Los Angeles; C. Madril, Glorieta; J.
CHEYENNE, WYO
Shaw, Iowa; H. Thomason.
Feby 23, 25.
Coronado.
H. C. Vates, Glorieta; Thomas M.
$21.05
Harwood, Moiss Varos, Albuquerque;
C. L. Baynes, East Las Vegas.
Dates of Sale, Feby 19 20 21 22,
Return Limit Mrch 2nd, 1909.
Ask Yourself the Question.
Pain
Why not use Chamberlain's
Balm when you have rheumatism?
We feel sure that the result will be
prompt and satisfactory. One application relieves the pain, and many
have been permanently cured by Its
use. 25 and 50 cent sizes. For sale
by all druggists.

d

Excursions

The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe'
$1.50 a day hotel, is now un
popular
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com der the management of Hugh F. Du
plied According to Scedule of
Val. Extensive improvements' are be
Trains Now in Effect,
ing made, the cuisine materially improved and the new landlord propose,
NEW MEXICO CENTRA..
make the Normandie the best mod
to
No. 1. Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
erate
priced hotel in the territory
heaven
2:25 p. m.
Give this hotel a try.
Child of the sun! to thee la given
No. 2. Northbound, arrives In Santa
To guard the banner of the free,
Fe at 5:20 p. m.
To hover in the sulphur smoke,
It Is an admitted fact that real esTo ward away the battle stroke,
tate, financial men and merchants all
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
And bid its blendings shine afar,
No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Like rainbows on the cloud of war,
at 10:45 a. m.
The harbingers of victory!
No. 425 Westbound, arrwes in Santa Mexican.
Flag of the brave! Thy folds shall
Fe 3:40 p. m.

The sign of hope and triumph high
When speaks the signal trumpet tone,
And the long line comes gleaming on;
Ere yet the
warm and wet,
Hag dimmed the glistening bayonet,
Bach soldier's eye shall brightly turn
To where thy meteor glories burn.
And, as his springing steps advance,
Catch war and vengeance from the
glance.
And "when the cannon mouthings loud
Heave in wild wreaths the battle
shroud,
And gory sabres rise and fall,
Like shoots of flame on midnight'
pall,
There shall thy meteor glances glow,
And cowering foes shall sink below
Bach gallant arm that'strikes below
That lovely messenger of death.
Flag of the seas! Oh ocean wave
Thy stars shall glitter o'er the brave;
When death careering on the gale,
Sweeps darkly round the bellied- sail,
And frightened waves rusn wiwiy
back
Before the broadside's reeling tack;
Each dying wanderer of the sea
Shall look at once to heaven and thee,
And smile to see thy splendors fly ,
In triumph o'er his closing eye.
hope and home,
Flag of the

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
La my Branch.
From
Santa Fe Station.
Depart
No. 720
8:25 a. ra.
No. 722
4:20 p. m
No. 724
7:20 p. m.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
No. 721
11:10 a. m,
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:65 p. m.
No. 720 connects with No 10 and 2,
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at

Lamy.

No. 722 connects with No.

1,

west,

Rdblbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BU8INESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

at

Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east
bound.

PRICE-LIS- T

Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at ail stations. Lam;
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
Main

-

15e
Inches ong
8tamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
20c.
e
Inches long
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 15a.
25c
and not over 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
t5.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
V Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In elz, we charge for one
f
Where type used Is over
or
Inch
fraction.
line for each
One-lin- e

free-hear-

ts

s

A.

F. H. c?VI:BRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Tho seals and record books for no'
taries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorpor- ated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print
lng company, Santa Fe, New Mexico,

are

10

2

One-lin- e

2

2

one-hal-

!

For That Terrible Itching.
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep
their victims In perpetual torment.
The application of Chamberlain's
Salve will Instantly allay this Itching,
and many cases have been cured. Dy
its use. Vor sale by all druggists.

One-lin-

One-lin- e

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justo valor given,
By
tices of the peace. They are especialdome,
Thy stars have 'lit the welkin
ly', ruled, with printed headings, in
And all thy hues1 were born in heaven! either Spanish or English, made o(
Standard-sheetFor ever float that
good record paper, strongly and durbeWhere breaths the foe, but falls
ably bound, with leather back and
fore us;
covers and canvas sides, hall full
our
feet,
With Freedom's fsoil beneath
and the fees of justices
o'er index in front
And Freedom's Banner streaming
of the peace and constables printed
ub!
In full on the first page. -- The pages
Angel-hand-

2

,

the east

I

tive literature, etc. call on or address.
HOOPER, G. P.

Palace.
J. H. Vaughn, East Las Vegas; H.

one-ha- lf

DATES, ETC.
town
for
and
date
Local Dater any
.,
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Dst:r
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Protector
Check
Pearl
STAMP PADS.

....

inches. These books are

made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both ci vil and criminal bound in one
Dook( go pages

civil and 320

.60
.35
1.60
1.50
1.50

Fac-Smil-

SELF-INKIN-

pages

crjmmai, t0 introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
m
by mail or prepaid express, uasn
full must accompany order.- State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Vv.;'''.

.......

'

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan couitry of Colorado.
) For inform Uioi as to ratts, train service, descrip-

S K.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

fly,

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take

R- -

Feb.

1

TIME TABLE ALL LINES

life-bloo-

V.

ular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonle
Hill at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.

e

II 111

111

MnnteKUDn. Lodge No
A.F. & A, M. Reg-

1,

ne

II

111

MASONIC.

no contribution of more than twenty-- ,
The combination !of healthful vegetable ingredients of which S. S. S. is
Ave dollars has been accepted, and
composed, makes it an especially desirable and effective remedy in the treat-anyocontributing as small a sum nient of sores and ulcers of every kind. Since an impure condition of the
as twenty-fivcents is entitled to blood is responsible for the trouble, a medicine that can purify the blood is

111

111

11

p

1909.
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FRJkTERUt SOCIETIES

THE REMEDY
oF0RS0RE5ULCERS

membership in the organization.
Since this time about twenty thou80
Wllllard
6 39 p m
III
92
7 09 p in
sand subscriptions have been received
frogreno
Blanca
7 28 p III
99
a lil
Lv
ivei:ij. lng a little less than a dollar
116
8 10 p
Ar.
T(jitiiiib
l(i 50 a ill
Ar
2
8 48 p in
Torrance
a in
forty cents to a member. With
nnj
l.v,
10 40 a
Lv
7 00 a in
Kansas Uity
9 30 p ra
Ar.
llit-afunds the trustees bought the
10 02 p
Units
7
7 65 a in
05 p in
St,
9
11 H0 p
p
cabin in which Lincoln was born and
6 50 a in
(HlW'RUO
45 a in
6 20 p
15 p
Kl Huso
8 00 a in
6 60 p in
Ar,
vi it ui) on its original site; they
have toinmer.'ed the memorial buildExclusive
reserved.
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths
various ii" which is to cover the cabin and
sgency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the
ihcv have m.i'e plans for developing
to
travelers, the farm into
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable Information
a beatuiful park.
free upon application.
cast freight servics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
Lincoln's Famous Gettysburg Ad
LYNG.
dress Delivered on the Battle6 06

Ar.
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25 cents; 2
16 cents; 2
75 cents.
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SANTA FE, X. SI.

GO TO

COME TO

WILLARD, IEW MEXICO.
The Live Commercial

of the Estancia

City

SEVEN'

BELEI, IEW MEXICO.

Me

FUTURE1RAILROAD

METROPOLIS OF

HOCATED!ON BELEN

NEW MEXICO.1! '

THE CITY OF WILLARD destmed to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance uounty JNew Mexico Was laid out in me tan of mr it is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running1 east and west from
Chicago to al! California points andtha NcwMomco Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection wun cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVF.M

m

CUT-OFFI- O

SANTA FE RY;

own bos p ree

I

To Encourage the Building of more Homes
in

BELEN,

we will give one adjoining lot

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

FREE

This Opportunity is Extended for a Limited Time
E

N

Tl

T

Only

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

HE

COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWN8ITE

EH?

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable
semi-annuall-

vX

rf,

CSQ

X
TV

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

:

:

:

APPLY

TO

:

:

TO PRESERVE LIN- COLN'S BIRTHPLACE
is Called Upon to Make a Small
Contribution to Carry Out

Public

the Purpose.
The following circular has been recently issued with a view towards
arousing universal interest and financial assistance in the movement for
the preservation of Lincoln's Birthplace:
To the Executive Heads of the Towns
and Cities in the State of New Mexico.

Acting on the suggestion of Hon.
Joseph W. Folk, governor of Missouri, who is the President of The
Lincoln Farm Association, the undersigned, have been appointed by Governor George Curry as a State Lincoln
Centenary Committee to
in the preservation of the Lincoln
Birthplace Farm as a National Memorial, and to further the object of a
nation-wid- e
celebration of the coming
Centenary, February 12th, 1909. It is
our confident hope and expectation
that every city, town and village in
our state will join in this tribute to
that great and sorrowful man who fell
by the assassin's bullet at the very
hour of peace. Let the xitlzens of
New Mexico yield to none in their
recognition of his great service and
his great sacrifice.
The Lincoln Farm Association an
citiorganization of public-spirite- d
zens, the officers and trustees of
which are named in another portion
of this plan has rescued the Lincoln
Birthplace Farm from the hands of
speculators who would have exploited
the property for private gain; it has
taken the logs of the Birthplace Cabin
from a cellar where they were held for
ransom, and placed them safely in
storage to be again erected on the
farm as soon as a proper protective
building shall have been proved; it
has put men at work clearing the
fields, where Lincoln tolled as a boy,
and getting them again under cultivation that they may be preserved
as they were then; and, finally, it has
begun the construction of a simple
yet beautiful granite memorial building, so designed as to provide for the
permanent protection and preservation
of the old cabin. On February 12th,

t

THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00 AND BUSINESS
LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500-00-

MAPS

&

evPresident Roosevelt is to dedicate this lodges, business men, and women's women of national prominence In
soand
commercial
of
line
civic,
clubs.
memorial.
ery
This work has not been subsidized
It is our hope anJ will be cial activity.
Your committee hopes that the LinAs
fortunes.
Lincoln our
that on Februar
by great private
pride
was raised up from the people to per- 12th the entire citizenship of the coln Memorial day will be properly
form his mighty work, the men form- state may be united in a fitting trib- observed throughout the territory, and
will be.
ing the Association felt that this mem- ute to Lincoln. The prompt forward- confidently believes that it
to the
attention
cull
to
desire
we
But
orial to him should be the work of the ing of the address of the Chairman of
seems to us
which
it
matter
further
Lincoln
Farm
invited
to
The
committee
people,
They
subscriptions your
It is
of small amounts from twenty-fivAssociation, 74 Boarrtway, New York will be appreciaed by many.
association
memorial
this
associaby
provided
cents upward, giving each contributor City, and to us, will bring the
that it will give a certificate of hona certificate of honorary membership tion's literature at once.
in the Association and enrolling the THE NEW MEXICO LINCOLN CEN- orary membership to every one who
contributes to the purchase of this
name and address in the permanent
TENARY COMMITTEE.
farm any sum of money from 25 cents
record to be kept forever in a place
"I heartily approve of the movement
therefore, believing that many
of honor at the farm. Already more
up:
!
, 1.
to make the birthplace of Abraham
in
J.
wouiu uesire
meuiuciauiii m
persons
than 80,000 men, women and children Lincoln
a national park, so that the this great Association and obtain such
have contributed and received their
building in which he was born may be a certificate, we trust the
various
certificates, the total available fund
to illustrate the real con- chairmen and committees appointed
preserved
now on hand amounting to about
ditions of his birth and childhood.
throughout the territory to receive and
I am glad that the scheme of forward to this committee or to Mr.
At least $80,000 more will be needpreservation contemplates an appeal Frederick E. Pierce, 74 Broadway,
ed, and to secure this it is only neces- to individual Americans. Lincoln's New
York
all such sums as may
sary that the matter should be placed memory,, like Washington's, is one of ibe collectedCity, them from those who
by
before the people, so that they may the hallowed and
priceless heritages desire to become members" of the Asashave the opportunity to enroll.
Most
our
of all
people.
sociation and obtain a certificate to
To put this matter before your peo- suredly his birthplace should be pre- that
effect, together with the, name
ple, through the newspapers, schools, served in such shape as will enable or names of such members, so that
churches, lodges, etc., and to. provide us, as a nation, to realize vividly the such members may have their names
for fitting observances of the day of conditions from which the second of
placed on the roll of honor proposed
the Centenary, will be, then, the
our great presidents sprang to mold
New Mexico
by the Association.
of your committee. They will be our destiny for good. THEODORE should be
and will be represented in
supplied with articles for the news- ROOSEVELT."
this roll of honor by members of the
papers and all other literature, inThe figure of Lincoln as the typic- Association, but we should be reprecluding a complete outline and sug- al American who carried the burden sented
by a large rather than a small
gestions for the local celebration of of the presidency through the great- number, inasmuch as the sum requirthe day of the Centenary, and very est crisis that this country has had ed Is so small to secure
honorary
little sacrifice of time will be requir- to encounter, looms so large in our
done along
membership.
Anything
ed, for the committee need not meet history that no effort should be spared these lines will be
fully appreciated
more than twice.
to bring his personality and his won- by your committee.
As all literature is supplied by The derful character and virtues to the
JOHN R. McFIE, Chairman,
Lincoln Farm Association's headquar- knowledge of the present peoples and
JOHN Y. HEWITT.
ters in Ntw York, it will be sent di- coming generations. I shall be glad
A. L. MORRISON.
rect from there instead of from the to
in any way that I can
E. S. STOVER.
state committee, to save expense in as a humble citizen in this enterprise.
ENQUENIO ROMERO.
reshipment, etc. You are therefore
I am strongly In favor of the conrequested to send the name and address templated
movement to make the BOUND OVER TO
of the one you nominate as chairman,
birthplace of Abraham Lincoln a
GRAND JURY
to their headuarters, at the same that memorial which shall arouse and stimit is sent to us. Blanka are provided ulate reverent and patriotic sentiFeb. "12. George F.
Albuquerque,
for both purposes.
ments In the minds of the American
and Tom Bainter
were
Murray
Concerning the number to be ap- people. It seems to me that this
here
United
States
brought
by
Deputy
pointed as members of your commit- should be done directly by the indi- marshals and confined in
the county
tee, that is left entirely to your judg- vidual efforts of our people, and that
Jail to await the action of the United
ment and wishes. In smaller towns a the memorial for all time to come
States grand jury, which meets here
committee of five or ten may be large should be in their especial keeping.
next
month. Monday Murray and
enough. In larger towns and cities it GROVER CLEVELAND.
Bainter
were bound over to the grand
to The work of The Lincoln Farm Asmay be as many as twenty-fivon the charge of selling liquor
jury
In
"it
the
committee
sociation is further endorsed by more
fifty.
making up
is suggested that it should consist of than two thousand Governors of states, to Indians and also of selling liquor
without a government license. Murrepresentatives of the local govern-men- senators, members of congress, religthe school board, the churches, ious leaders, educators and men and ray was formerly a member of the
New Mexico mounted police, but
jumped Into public view less than a
,
year ago by shooting a man at
Cures Backacb
said by him to be ruining his
home. An indictment charging murCorrects
der ia pending against him in ValenIrregularitiey
cia county. Neither man was aMe to
Do not risk having secure bond.
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$100,-00-

1

Improvement Co,

Rheumatism WAHTS
1 have found a tried and tested cure for Bben
mat ism Not a remedy that will straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bon j
growths back to flesh again. That is imposstble.
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs ol
this deplorable disease.
In Germany with a Chemist in the City ol
Darmstadt I found the last ingredient with
which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made
a perfected, dependable prescription. Without
that last ingredient, I successfully treated many,
many cases of Rheumatism ; but now, at last, ituni.
formly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
much dreaded disease. Those sand-lik- e
granulai
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seem todissolv
and pass away under the action of this remedy al
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
freely pass from the system, and the cause ol
Rheumatism is gone forever. There is now no
real need no actual excuse to suifor longer with-ou- t
help. We sell, and in confidence recommend
1

j

j

du-tie-

s

e
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MZI3BTONOTifTO
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Will rnr nnv casa nf Kirltifcv or R1arMir nicac nnt
beyond the reach of medicine. No mrdirinr can do more.
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

.

The Belen Town

INFORMATION
ADDRESS

New Mexico.

0

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

AND OTHER

of Company.

Villard

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.

ron

E. P. DAVIES, Ageat

:

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

train' c to

Bright's Disease
or Piabctff

Dr. Shoop's

Rheumatic Remedy
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

CO.

NEWS ITEMS
FROM NARA VISA

FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,
Palace avenue.

181

FOR RENT
271

Suite of four
Palace avenue.

furnished-rooms- .

FOR SALE Good
upright piano
nquire at Wagner Furniture company'

6tore.

FOR RENT

A modern

cottage on Grant Avenue.
the New Mexican office.

seven-roo-

Apply

at

FOR SALE A second-hansteam
boiler in good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apily
to the New Mexican Printing
d

a member of the Quay County Medical
Society.
Hou. H. C. Lockney of Obur visited
Nara Visa Saturday and delivered a
very able lecture to the Commercial
club.
E. R. Edwards, an experienced jeweler and photographer has located
here with his wife and daughter and
has opened an office at Frampton's

drug store.

Willard Belknap Has Resigned as U.
W. I. Williams and sister, Mrs. Ada
S. Land Commissioner
Four
Park Tucker, died within a few hours
Deaths.
of each other at their home, twenty,
Nara Visa, Feb. 11. The town has two miles northwest of Nara Visa
been visited by four deaths the past Friday night. Mr. Williams was born
O. L. Pearce, aged in Indiana in 1837. He served In the
week, as follows:
42, of Helena, Okla., died of pulmon- Union army. He leaves a widow and
ary tuberculosis. He had been a resi- two daughters. He had suffered with,'
He asthma forty-eigdent of Nara Visa six weeks.
years, and had
leaves a widow, one daughter, Miss been an invalid eighteen years. His
Alta, and a boy aged seven years.
sister, Mrs. H. D. Tucker was seventy
A. Farmer of Macon county, Mo., years of age and had been in poor
aced 48 , died thft Kth of nnlmonarv health for some time. She started, to
tuberculosis. He was here only six one of the neighbors to report that
days. The remains were shipped to her brother was dying and had gone
forty rods from the house when she
Atlanta, Mo., Sunday morning.
"Mrs. T. C. Corbin died of pulmon- dropped dead. Both were burled at
Nara Visa, Monday.
ary tuberculosis and the remains were
The fourth
shipped to Missouri.
Reason Enthroned.
death was that of a little boy.
Because meats are so tasty they are
Clarence H. Belknap has been ap- consumed in great excess. This leads
pointed U. S. land commissioner at to stomach troubles, biliousness and
this place to succeed his father, Wil- constipation.
Revise your diet, let
lard Belknap, who resigned to devote reason and not a
pampered appetite
his entire time to the practice of law. control, then take a few doses of
There has been an epidemic of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Kett-nerwhooping cough here, but no fatal Tablets and you will soon be well
cases have been reported.
again. Try it. For sale at all drugE. E. Johnson, of Iowa, is visiting gists. Samples free.
I
bin sister. Mrs. Hillhouse.
Editor Jones of the Amistad Herald Engraved caras ae mw and wadvisited here Saturday.
ding Invitations a specialty at the New
Mrs. Hagan and son Howard have Mexican Printing office. An one stand'
iVU bUUMUtlOi
Legal blanks both English and UCCU VGiJ All
Ing In need of such will do well to
Spanish for sale by the New Mex- I Dr. J. T. Grimes attended the medi- call at this office and examine sanv
ican Printing company.
cal meeting at Tucumcarl and became pies, style of work and prices.
--
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(Continued

From Page 2.)

Card on Page Eight Don't fail to
notice the Card on page 8 of this issue.
Dance Saturday Night The
erican
alliance will give a
dance Saturday evening at the opera
house. Prof. Ramirez's orchestra will
furnish music.
High Wind at Las Vegas A
message from Las Vegas re- Ports that a hiSh wind has been blow-- 1
.ins in the Meadow City all day and
has been playing havoc with awnings,
In the old
flags, fences and roofs.
town, the adobe wall of an old building fell in, but no one was injured.
A Few Flags Out There are a few
flags out today in addition to those
regularly displayed above Federal offices ami institutions, in honor of Lincoln's anniversary and Flag day. The
First National Bank has a very large
and numerous small
flag displayed
banners are waving before business
places.
Remains Arrived The remains of
Miss Agnes Morison, who died In St.
Louis, arrived this noon and were
taken to the. home of the father, A. L.
Morrison, sr., Palace avenue. The funeral will take place from the CathedThe
ral tomorow morning at 9:1-0- .
funeral cortege will leave the residence of Judge Morrison about 9 a. m.
Excursion to Mexico A Raymond &
Whitcomb excusion to Mexico passed
Lamy today. Of late years, the Raymond and Whitcomb people have cut
out the most interesting feature of
these trips, that is the side-trito
Santa Fe. The Board of Trade and
Commercial club should call the attention of this excursion bureau to the
vital defect in their itinerary.
We have marked a lot of goods at still lower prices in order to move
Artistic Folder City Agent H. S.
Lutz, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
them out. We positively close our store on the thirteenth of this month. Fe Railway is distributing an artistic
booklet giving information about the
Come now; come quickly, if you wish to take advantage of these big, big convention of the Supreme Lodge of
Elks at Los Angeles, Cal., from July
'
i
.
11 to 18, 1909.
bargains.
;(gj
It describes briefly
the trip from Chicago, 111., to Los Anto the
geles, and mentions the side-triCity of Santa Fe. The folder is beautifully illustrated and makes a handsome souvenir.
Novel Suggestion Hon. I. Sparks,
A big lot of White Birch soap at 8 bars for 25 cents.
chairman of the Santa Fe county
board of county commissioners, today
8 bars Mascot yellow soap for 25c.
received the following novel communi2 boxes Twenty Mule soap chips, 13c.
cation on a post-card- :
"Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 8, 1909.
"Dear Sir: I note the report of the
fire that burned your court house
wilh a loss of one hundred thousand
dollars. This is my reason for writWe have slashed the prices of high-grad- e
ing to you, to say that, after thirty
pipes still farther.
years of study on this subject, I can
Meerchaum pipes at from $1.50 to $ 4.00, formerly sold at from three to six explain to you, both of how such fires
start, and the way to prevent them
dollars. These are genuine bargains, and cannot be duplicated.
before they start. If you wish this information please answer and address
$5.00 Briar pipes, mounted in sterling silver or gold, for $3.50.
William M. Orr, general delivery, Lin
Very fancy pipes mounted and with genuine amber bits at from 95c to coln, Neb.
"N. B. This information is of vital
$3.50.
Will have to charge "a
importance.
small fee for writing it out, and transV. M. O."
mitting same.
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COUNCIL FAVORS
BOOSTER FOR
SCHOOL PROPOSAL
CURRY COUNTY
Archaeological Bill Receives Almost
Unanimous Support of Upped
House of Legislature.

o

o

BIG BARGAIN

THE PRICES

DOWN GO

p

j

p

LAUNDRY SOAP

PIPE BARGAINS

Tells of the Marvelous Growth of the Wonder
City of Clovis.

C. F. Copeland

COUNCIL.

C.

1

j

'

JAMES

Room" which Governor Wallace frequented least. In speaking of this rePrince
ception room,
events, from the killing of the Ute
chieftain in that room by Governor
Martinez to its occupation by General
Kearny during the first night after his
called it without exception the most
historic room in the United States,
and he cited several of the dramatic,
arrival at Santa Fe. Two amendone
he
which
offered,
ments

?8,-00- 0,

nt

'

CHICAGO

pound cans formerly 40c, now 30c; quarter

cans

pound

Cocoa, half pound tins, 25c; quarter pound tins, two for 25c.

ing Chocolate, per pound,

40c.

15c.

Huyler's

Huyler's

Bak-

,..

TEA
We have quite a lot of Tree Brand Tea in Oolong Japan and Mixed
Black ind Green. These are very fine flavored teas and sold at 35c and

and half pound packages.

We now offer them at 25c and

60c; 60c one pound packages Japan Tea for 40c; 30c packages

very fine mixed Tea at

40c

for

20c. A

per pound.

FRESH EGGS
Fresh laid New Mexico Eggs, per dozen,

CARTWrilGH

40c.

U

Mexico School of Mines," said Profes
sor W. A. Drake of Socorro, yesterday. Naturally he is proud of the
school of which he is a member ol
the faculty, and of the board of trus
tees managing the school.
He says that the school is enjoy
ing the greatest prosperity in its his-

tory and its technical students number fifty per cent more than last year,
and will next year show a still greater
increase . The dormitory, just com
pleted has no superior in the West.
The rooms are well lighted, the hall- ways broad, each room has hot and
cold water, there are bathrooms on
each floor and shower baths in the
basement. On New Year, the building
was thrown open for occupancy.
Room and board are furnished each
student at the moderate rate of $20 a
month and the first month the dormitory management broke even, but
this month will show a profit. Professor Drake is editor of the Socorro
Chieftain, one of the most ably edited weekly newspapers of the territory, and left last evening for the
Gem City after having spent a day in
the Capital. ,

n,

INSANE MAN USE KNIFE.
Des Moines, Ia Feb. 12. Becoming
suddenly insane on a Great Western
passenger train near Berwick, la.,
Martin Oberman of Chicago drew a
huge knife and slashed at all within
reach, before he had been beaten
senseless by trainmen. One of the vie
Ernest Richard3, of Parkers'
tims,
burg, la., was perhaps fatally hurt.

as She Is Philosophized
Frequently one overhears many
unique and laugh provoking remarks
among the employes of the Palace
Hotel. The other day several of the
waiters of the dining room were gathered in the rear of the hotel lobby
and discussing the greatness and im
portance of some men. Just then
George the head waiter, happened
along and hearing some one in the
crowd stating what a great loss t,t
was to lose a certain man, he declared, "Why, look here. There never
was a man born yet who couldn't be
replaced. Whenever a man dies there
is always some one to fill his place
and things go on as before."
Leo,
the colored boy who looks after the
hats and coats of the guests, quickly
looked up and soberly remarked,
"That's all true enough, but som! men
take a blame long time dying." With

La Mesa, N. M., Feb. 12. A bold
robbery was committed at Mesquite
station on Monday night some time.
A sealed car of household goods, bewas
longing to the McKee brothers,
broken open and goods amounting to

taken.

that the bunch dispersed.
Madder'n a Wet Hen Representa
tive Sweezy was mad viciously mad.
Yesterday he was going around with
a great big knife labeled "County Division." And, worst of all, Sweezy's
friends could not appease him nof
could they ascertain the cause of his
sudden choleric outbreak. "Just watch
me," snorted the gentleman from Las
Vegas, "I'll vote for every new county
proposition that comes along, even if
it comes to making a new county out
of parts of Old Mexico. Yes, I mean
just what I say, and last night I got

DANGER OF ANOTHER FLOOD.
San Francisco, Feb. 12. The cities
find lOWIlo Ol mo uawauivuwu
have been notified to prepare for a
repetition of the damaging storm oi
a month ago. Melting snows and a
tremendous, volume of water in tne
Sierra Nevada mountains are expect
ed to tax the strength of the levees
along the rivers and reports indicate
that today will note the rapid rise
'
of flood waters.
LOSS OF KNOX WOULD
BE A PUBLIC MISFORTUNE
Washington, Feb. 1 2 President-

Hale, urging Congress to remove all
doubt of Senator Knox's eligibility
to the office of Secretary of State, and
saying that the loss of Mr. Knox from
the cabinet premiership would be a
public misfortune.

SPECIALIST
222 G if field Ave. Santa Fe.

I

ake your Laundry
TO

he SMOKER Pool Room
AHKNTS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY
Albuquerque

Co.

Philosophy

Denutv Sheriff Moreno was notified
disand tracked the wagons for some
not
have
the
goods
tance, but as yet
been located, but four suspicious characters have ben put under arrest, and ft
it is thought that it will lead up to the
finding of the goods.

elect Taft has telegraphed Senator

EYE SIGHT

LEGISLATIVE THUMB
NAIL SKETCHES

ROB A RAILROAD CAR.

$100

ABLAZE
WITH DECORATIONS.

public
Chicago, Feb. 12 Fifty
meetings, the ,city floating beneath
flags, bunting and portraits of Abraham Lincoln the show windows filled
with Civil war relics and Lincoln
mementoes and the streets crowded
with marchers and military bands.
This is the spectacle which Chicago
presented today in celebration of the
one hundredth
anniversary of the
birth of President Lincoln. At the
principal demonstration at the audi
torium the orator was Woodrow Wil-sopresident of the Princeton university.

$15,-00- 0

Half

A CARD,

e

en-ce-

made by the Dut ch process and is very soluable.

Re-

j

GLASS

Ten-ce-

F. Copeland, of Clovis, who as

first-clas-

e

70c for pound

"m-a-d.-

Thursday Afternoon.
Having purchased fixtures, bakery
publican candidate for thjfc legislaSparks flew during the debate in ture made
into the and stock of the Cartwright-Davi- s
serious
inroads
committee of the whole of the Conn.
Co. No. 4, grocery and bakery, I will
cil yesterday afternoon,
when the Democratic majorities of southeastern on
Monday, February 15, open u
"Archaeological School Bill" or HouseXow Mexico, left for home Inst eve- strictly first class and
groBill Xo. 100, was discussed, section "'"S alter puiung in a ciay uoosung
Good service and
and bakery.
cery
'
U1C
Dy section, and one after the other of ,U1
prompt delivery will bo cue of our
the objectionable amendments tacked prospective county seat of Clovis. He features. We will at. all times
carry
ua
that
before
convinced,
leaving,
to it in the House was repealed and
s
found in a
usually
everything
most
has
the
this
county
proposition
more Kiiimhie miw.ndirK.nts
" J'nnssprf
vegetfresh
and
fruits
grocery
of
to
show
be passed
all
L. Bradford Prince led a favorable
Council and to receive Gover- ables at all times and everything in
lone, but vigorous fight on several by the
nor Curry's signature. He is justly season that the market affords.
provisions of the bill which he interMr. T. A. Potthoff will be in charge
enthusiastic in speaking of the pres- preted as being aimed at the New
of
the bakery department. All we
out
and
of
the
future
the
railroad
Mexico Historical Society of which he
Is a trial to convince you that he
town
a
of
into
ask
Clovis, jyhieh grew
is the president. It wag a losing fight
We will
of three thousand people almost understands his business.
city
from the start, for the other eleven
a nice line of bread, pies, cakes,
have
soon
over
and
which
be
will
night
members of the Council were in symone of the largest municipalities of etc., at all times and solicit your orpathy with the plan to establish in the
Southwest.
Within the fire lim- ders for anything you may desire, in
Old Palace the School of American the
its
of this new town only fire proof a fancy line of pastry, etc.
one
time
Archaeology, although at
structures are permitted to go up and
Our business will be conducted on
Councilman Hanley was considerably
a large number of business houses a strictly cash basis, thus enabling us
ruffled over what he interpreted to be
are now under construction
The to buy right and to interest you, by
reflections upon the University of
New Mexico Eastern Railway
has selling right. Buy for cash and live
New Mexico and succeeded in adding
here spent a million dollars on shops, better on less money,
rebill
which
to
an amendment
the
the largest railroad shops west of To-F. ANDREWS.
strains the New Mexico Museum at
miles
and
has
twenty-fivKan.,
peka,
muSanta Fe from interfering with the
of sidetracks within the town limits,
Herewith are some bargains offered
seums of any of the territorial insti- Mr.
of
the
the New Mexican Printing com-thCopeland
spoke
high
by
prices
the Mututions, which,
are offered for business lots, pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
seum of New Mexico, certainly has no
prices which would astonish even an Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
intention of doing. Neither
El Paso real estate boomer. Within bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Prince, nor Hon. Thomas B. the new
county of Curry, said Mr. Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Catron or Hon. Ctfarles A. Spiess, in
Copeland, will be found the best dry; Pleadings,
$G;
the two for $10.
Prince, minced farming country in the Southwest.
replying to
to New Mexico Code, Laws of
Adapted
some
of the state' The
their words and
country round about Clovis is ab-- , New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
ments made were lurid and decidedly
solutely level and very fertile. From English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
interesting if they should be taken in a one hundred and sixty acre dry farm, full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
their exact meaning. Councilman Ca- near Clovis, the owner last
year sold Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
tron took some delight in puncturing $2,900 worth of
and this year two or more books, $1 each. New
products
what he called "The Ben Hur Room will exceed that sum. Of
course, not Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos.
Myth," for he maintained that he was every dry farmer is as successful, but 3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compil- often in the Old Palace when Gover tnis snows what can be done If the ation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compil- nor Lew Wallace was writing Ben right dry
farming methods are adopt ation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
Hur, often discussed the book with ed. The new county would have ample Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
him, and found that most of it was population and ample assessable val- sheep,. $G.50; full list school blanks.
written in the larger reception room ue to carry on a county government,
now occupied by Land Commissioner insists Mr. Copeland. and
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
yet, RooseErvien, while there wasn't a part of velt county would have enough left
the Old Palace occupied by Governor for a respectable countj', for Portales
Wallace, in which some portion of the and Elida are good towns and their
B. WILLIAMS
story was not written, except it be the surrounding country is prosperous.
little room now called the "Ben Hur

guaranteeing the Historical Muin the
seum perpetual
security
now
rooms
occupied
of
the
occupation
as the Historical Museum, and the
other prohibiting any material change
in the reception room, the Ben Hur
room and the two prison chambers,
were voted down after a heated deHOME GOODS
bate in which Catron and Spiess led
the fight for the Archaeological School
NO SCHOOL OF
Prince for the Hisand
MINES DEFICIENCY torical Society. It was pointed out
Lunch baskets at 5c and 10c.
that the Historical Society was merely
Willow Clothes Baskets at $1.00.
A Technical
Institution at the Gem a private corporation, receiving public
City of Which the Territory is
aid, and being given rent free valuA big lot of household necessities at 2V2c, 5c and 10c. These are dippers,
Justly Proud.
able quarters, while the proposed
pie plates, whisk brooms, soap dishes, stove pokers, cake pans, etc. OatState Museum would be a territorial
A territorial institution that will not
and that the rights of the
institution
meal bowls, 75c a dozen, inner plates, $1.00 a dozen. 75c butter dishes for ask the legislative
assembly to make public were paramount to those of a
25c. Souvenir china, 10c, in place of 25c. Granite milk pans, 15c. Pudding up any deficiencies, is rather a wel private corporation.
come innovation in New Mexico. The
The committee of the whole rose
New Mexico School of Mines at So- and
pans and preserve kettles away down below value.
reported to the Council, the
mancorro, .owing to the business-likamended House Bill No. 100, with sevagement of its trustees, has not only eral minor amendments, which were
met all of its expenditures for years
adopted, after which the amended bill
GOODS
from a small aprpopriation, but when was passed by a vote of 11 to 1, Prhve
a few years ago it did have a defi
to the
voting in the negative, and sent
amendin
the
ciency of something like $7,000 or
concurrence
for
House
Another cut in Glass Goods. Fifte
Pickles, Mustard and Condiinstead of asking for a deficiency ments. It will be taken up in the
appropriation, it paid this deficiency House on Monday afternoon of next
ments now two for 15c. See them in the basket, and take your pick.
by saving sufficient out of its regular week and is certain of its passage as
A
20c
two
75c
or
for 15c
a dozen.
lot of
Grape Juice,
Pickles, etc., appropriation. Two years ago, the well as of the signature of Governor
legislative assembly
granted the Curry. ''
at 10c. A bargain lot of goods In glass at Sc. See them on the counter.
school $15,000 for a new dormitory. A
After an invitation by Councilman
fine modern building was completed Hewitt to the members and employes
last year for this purpose and every of the Council to attend the Lincoln
school
cent it cost was covered by the
Day exercises in the High
COCOA
appropriated. "Such is the ex- Thursday night, the Council adjourned
emplary showing made by the Nev until Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
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down on my knees and swore that I
would do just as I've said. So, there!"
Having thus relieved himself, Sweezy
continued to insist that he was really
"
But the mystery
and truly
of it a!l is the 'cause
nt the bottom of the matter. Quien sabe?
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Harvey System Man.

GRAMMAR LESSONS

-

Given Either in

SPANISH OR GERMA- N-

RAYMOND HAACKE

Nusbaums' Washington Ave.
or care New Mexican.

FOR THE SICK

DR. DIAZ

SANITARIUM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$16 and up per week.
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CANDELAMO
o you know old Oandelarlo.s

Indian relics and curious?
Any one can show you the way
In the Ancient town of Santa Fe
To Oandelario's.
In the shop beneath the old O.x Cart
All the products of Indlanjart
Has Oandelar.o
Hows and Baskets and Pottery
Kenton Silver and Ullgroo
Every old kind of trumpery
Has Oandelario
Koran Indian Blanket you want to go
To Oandelario
He has zarapes and Ohlmayos
Old balletas and Navajoes
There are all the kinds that any one

that

Should It be

you should

wants

ereni

Oandelario has them
Sapphires, garnets, and torquols blue
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
As good as you want he can furnish
you
Can Oandelario

ft

In the ancient town of Santa Fe
Is Oandelario.
Anyone can show you the way
To Oandelario
For anything you want to know
For any kind of a Ourlo
Go to Oandelario,

I

HE

knows
At Oandelarios

w
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